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THE HADDJ

SOME OF ITS FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

IN INDONESIA.*

INTRODUCTION.

TT1

I—^ very Muslim is obliged to undertake the pilgrimage to Mecca
I 7 at least once in his lifetime, unless he is prevented from

doing so by legal obstacles.
Of old pilgrims from the Indonesian archipelago could find legal

obstacles in so sufficient measure as to justify only a small yearly
contingent of pilgrims from Indonesia; actually, however, the number
of Indonesian pilgrims was anything but small.

In recent times too, with improved shipping Communications and
less personal risks for the traveller to the Hejaz one notes this relatively
greater interest for the haddj in Indonesia as compared to that in
other countries.1

* I am indebted to Miss M. W. Jurriaanse of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, who kindly assisted me in searching for and collecting the pilgrimage
figures.

1 Vide especially appendices.
An exact calculation of the number of women and children in these figures
could not be made with the available data.
Roughly the participation of males, females and children-travelling-on-their
own-passport since 1927—1928 is in (rounded)percentages:

year
1927—28
1928—29
1929—30
1930—31
1931—32
1932—33
1933—34

males
68
69
65
69
69
67
68

females
32
28
27
28
28
29
29

children
no data

3
8
3
3
4
3

year
1934—35
1935—36
1936—37
1937—38
1938—39
1939—40
1947_48

males
66
67
66
66
65
65
63

females
30
29
29
30
31
33
27

children
4
4
5
4
4
2

10
Source: the Pilgrimage Reports of the Netherlands consuls in Jeddah and the

additional correspondence in the so-called Jeddah-archives of the Mi-
nistry of Foreign Affairs.
We have calculated the percentages on the basis of the figures that
appeared in this source material.
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92 J. VEEDENBREGT.

Let us first consider the obligations under which Islam puts the
pilgrim regarding the Mecca pilgrimage:2

The pilgrim must have sufficient means for the travel to Mecca
(and back);

He should have a safe passage to Mecca;
He should be in excellent health;
Female pilgrims should have their husband's special permission,

while females have to be accompanied by their husband or by a male
escort in conformity with the rules of the Muslim law;

The family that stays home should be well provided for;
It is considered commendable for minors to undertake the haddj ï

but they are not obliged to do so by law and they have to undertake
it once more anyway after coming of age;

Moreover, the Shafi'itic madhhab to which the Indonesians belong
provides for an unqualified delay to be granted to those who are
subject to the haddj regulations.3

This paper endeavours to point out some factors that have influenced
(stimulated or checked) participation in pilgrimage. Moreover, we will
try to analyse some functions of the haddj, without, however giving
an exhaustive functional analysis.

The accent of this paper is on the development(s) since 1870; where
this seemed to be desirable, however, we have gone further back in
history.

A complete treatment has not been our goal and certain striking
features of the haddj, e.g. the influence of the tarékats, will not be
discüssed.

* * *

EXTENT OF THE HADDJ.

Analysis and interpretation.

Indonesian interest in the haddj is already very old. From historical
records it appears that Indonesia has had many close relations with
Mecca, not in the last place the courts; the sultans often received

2 Dr.- Th. W. Juynboll, Handleiding tot de kennis van de Mohammedaanschc wet
volgens de leer der Sjafi'itische school, 4th ed., Leiden 1930, p. 126—27.
C. Snouck Hurgronje, Verspreide geschriften, IV, 2 Bonn und Leipzig 1924,
p. 176.

3 Vide note 2.
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THE HADDJ. 9 3

their title (of sultan) from Mecca, thereby as it were obtaining a sacral
legitimation for their exalted positión, i.a. Sultan Abdul Muhammed
Maulana Matarani = Sultan Agung (1613—45) and Sultan Ageng
(1650—82)4

From a study that was undertaken in the middle of last century it
appears that some 2.000 pilgrirris yearly undertook the pilgrimage.5

As this number exclusively regards pilgrims who had applied for thé
obligatory government passports we must suppose that the actual
number of pilgrims surpassed it.

As Communications improved and sailing-ships were replaced by
steamers, the number of pilgrims increased and with this increase the
pilgrimage's character changed and developed from a journey that
often took many years6 and which only could be undertaken by
few people, into a mass affair; pilgrim travel canie to be organised
and developed an institutional character.

In this paper we shall mainly analyse the extent of the haddj and
the factors that influenced it from the last decades of the 19th century
to the outbreak of the second world war and a few post-war years for
which we have statistics at our disposal.7

We see a slow quantitative growth of the number of pilgrims after
1878 and an accelerated growth after 1910, with a boom in the years
after the first world war and an absolute record year in 1926—27.
The number of pilgrims stays high until 1931—32 in which year the
impact of the world economie crisis made itself clearly feit in the
former Netherlands Indies, too. About 1937—38 a slight revival is to
be noted after the dark depression years since 1931; the outbreak of
the second world war, however, interrupts this development.

If we consider the relative growth of the number of Indonesian
pilgrims as compared to the total number of overseas pilgrims, the
percentage of Indonesian pilgrims appears to be rather stable until
1911; from that year onwards we see a considerable increase of this

4 Vide i.a. Dr. H. J. de Graaf, Geschiedenis van Indonesië, 's-Gravenhage 1949,
p. 84, 93, 111, 113, 227, 228 and 236.

5 Vide the preamble to Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Indië no. 42 of 18S9,
where it says i.a. that "from a specific investigation it appeared that out of
12985 persons to whom in these last six years passports for Mecca have been
issued..."

6 Snouck Hurgronje says he has known hadjis who had spent three years on
the voyage out and home without staying in Mecca or Medina longer than
was necessary, vide C. Snouck Hurgronje, De Hadji-politiek der Indische
regeering 1909, in Verspreide geschriften, IV, 2, p. 177.

7 Vide the appendices, esp. II and III.
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94 J. VREDENBREGT.

percentage of Indonesian pilgrims, with a record year in 1913—14
when about half of the total number of overseas pilgrims were Indo-
nesian. This high percentage of Indonesian pilgrims maintains itself
after the first world war and the absolute number keeps rising, although
the record of 1913—14 is never more attained. The crisis years since
1930 show a sharp decrease, but the Indonesian pilgrims never come
below 10 per cent; with the improvement of the economie situation
we see the number of Indonesian pilgrims adjust itself and at the
outbreak of the second world war the percentage of Indonesian pil-
grims is 20,8.8

I. INFLUENCES EXERCISED ON THE HADDJ.

A. Political influences.

1. Political influences exercised by the V.O.C.

• The attitude of the Netherlands East Indies Company (V.O.C.)
regarding Islam and the haddj has to a considerable extent been deter-
mined by the exigencies of commerce and power. Raffles remarked in
this connection that the restrictions and surveillance of Islam were
not inspired by the wish to propagate Christianity on Java, but "their
sole objects appear to have been safety of their own power and the
tranquillity of the country".9

In the same spirit as Raffles, De Haan remarks that the government
apparently only occupied herself with Islam when she had reason to
fear disturbances of the peace by conspicuous religious occurrences.10

It is true that under the pressure of public opinion now and then
Heeren XVII (the board of directors of the V.O.C.) issued instructions
for "Governor General and Councillors", outlawing the "public exer-
cise" of other religions but the Reformed,11 but the functionaries of
the V.O.C, never paid much attention to them and conducted a more
realistic policy than would appear from the instructions of the Heeren
XVII. The V.O.C, was forced to do so anyway if she wished to main-
tain her power and secure her commercial interests. It was the Batavia
Church Council that always acted as a pressure group by inducing the

s Cf. appendix II year 1939—1940 (A.H. 1358).
9 Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, The history of Java, vol. 11, 2nded., London

1830, p. 3.
1 0 Dr. F. de Haan, Priangan, fourth vol., ed. Bataviaasch Genootschap van

Kunsten en Wetenschappen 1912, p. 744.
11 Idem, third vol., p. 12.
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THE HADDJ. 95

V.O.C, to conduct a policy that might seriously endanger her real
objects and would offend the Indonesians. The result of this pressure
was the issuing of a great amount of prohibitive regulations against
Islam, as for instance the (renewed) prohibition in 1651 of "public or
secret meetings to exercise their wrong and Mahometan religion".12

De Haan is right in wondering in how far these regulations were
carried out. He relates how Maetsuijcker in 1671 again was induced
to make certain promises to the Church Council, but never fulfilled
them; several years later the Governor General opposed further pres-
sure by the Church Council and the regulation that was issued about
that time (1674) is restricted to the effect that "the liberty of meetings
of priests of the Moorish and Chinese temples are to be restricted as
much as is possible without causing too much disturbance".13 This
sounds less rigid and more realistic indeed than the regulation of 1651.
How far the Church Council would let itself go in its zealotry appears
from a petition of 1686 in which it urged the demolition of a recently
built Chinese temple and a mosque, upon which Camphuijs (Governor-
General 1684—1691) ironically advised the reverend Council "to apply
such affable ardour to win and convert the hearts of the heathens and
Moors that as a result the further increase of these temples might come
to a standstill and no rigorous measures will have to be taken in these
dangerous times".14

Our main point of interest now is the attitude of the V.O.C, regar-
ding the pilgrimage to Mecca. Her attitude has been determined by
the political situation in the archipelago and the changing interpretation
the administrators (or their advisers) gave of the function of the haddj
in relation to the objects the V.O.C, considered as primary.

Some striking examples may serve as an illustration.:
In 1664 on request of the sultan of Bantam the V.O.C, renders

passage to Sourate to "a Moorish priest" and in 1667, on request of a
Bantam pangeran, to some pilgrims.15 In 1664, however, she decided

12 Idem, third vol., p. 13.
13 Idem, Idem.
14 Idem, fourth vol., p. 742—43. Camphuijs belonged to that class of citizens

that is described by Banning as the "high-bourgeois" (groot-burgerlijk type);
in matters religious this type rather emphasizes tolerance and humanity
which makes it clash with "the low bourgeois spirit that was taking posses-
sion of Calvinism". Thus in the colony the same battle is fought as between
the political leaders of Holland and Zealand and the reformed ministers and
their party. Vide: Dr. W. Banning, Moderne maatschappij-problemen. 3rd
revised ed., Haarlem 1957, p. 119 et seq.

15 Dr. F. de Haan, Priangan, third vol., p. 13.
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96 J. VREDENBREGT.

not to allow three Buginese hadjis, coming from Mecca, to land, and
to expel them to the Cape, which measure she justified by arguing:
"as their arrival among the here living superstitious Mahometan
nations would have very serious consequences". During the distur-
bances of the "Mahumetan priest" i.e. Hadji Raden Prawata, a Macas-
sar hadji who had been sent from Ceylon to Batavia was placed under
the charge of a lieutenant of the Buginese. This is related by De Haan
who mentions more measures of this kind.16 In 1716 ten hadjis were
allowed to land "under surveillance, so that by troubling these people
not too much displeasure should be given to the here living Mahometan
officers and other ranks, but especially not to the princes of that sect
or persuasion in this vicinity who generally show a more than becoming
inclination to this sort of fellows".17

It thus appears, that the attitude of the Company regarding the
pilgrimage is subject to many changes; now a request to treat the
"Moorish priests or lebe" with some consideration (1683), then again
a prohibition to allow Mecca pilgrims to return by Company ships
(1716). Nevertheless De Haan enumerates many instances where pil-
grims made the voyage to Mecca aboard Company ships.18

At the end of his article on the V.O.C, and the' pilgrimage Eisen-
berger concludes that: "from what was provided about religion in the
instructions of the governors-general there resulted the requirement
that Orientals who wished to leave the Indies for Mecca needed a
permit from the Indies government; in my opinion the Indies govern-
ment has interpreted the instruction on this issue to the effect that
she did not to impede the pilgrimage as an expression of a religion
deviating from the Reformed religion, but that she regulated it to the
benefit of the monopoly system, her ambition being to control all
shipping".19 One has to consider that "the Indies" should be translated
here as the territory of power of the Company and that means sub-
stantially the island of Java and even this only partly, for one cannot
speak of the Company as an interinsular authority, but "influence was
growing on Java. The threads coming together at Batavia stretched
far and wide, but they were fragile and often without political
significance".20

w Idem, fourth vol., p. 744.
17 Idem, idem, p. 745.
18 Idem, par. 2527, p. 747.
19 J. Eisenberger, Indië en de bedevaart naar Mekka, Leiden 1928, p. 16.
20 J. C. van Leur, On the eighteenth century as o category in Indonesian

history, in Indonesian trade and society, Den Haag 1955, p. 274.
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2. Political injluences exercised by the government ± 1850—1950.

Both Daendels and Raffles considered the Mecca pilgrimage a
political danger; owing to their scanty knowledge of Islam they looked
upon those who had undertaken a pilgrimage, the hadjis, as priests.

In 1810 Daendels issued a decree ordering "Mohammedan priests"
to supply themselves with passports for travels from one place on Java
to the other so as to avoid disturbances.21

Raffles is very concrete as to the function of the haddj and remarks
in this connection that "every Arab from Mecca, as well as every Javan
who had returned from a pilgrimage thither, assumed on Java the
character of a saint, and the credulity of the common people was such
that they too often attributed to such persons supernatural powers.
Thus respected it was not difficult for them to rouse the country to
rebellion and they became the most dangerous instrument in the hands
of the native authorities opposed to the Dutch interests. The Mahome-
dan "priests" have almost invariably been found most active in every
case of insurrection. Numbers of them, generally a mixed breed between
the Arabs and the islanders go about from state to state in the Eastern
Islands and it is generally by their intrigues and exhortations that the
native chiefs are stirred up to attack or massacre the Europeans, as
infidels and intruders".22

In 1811 the British government warned the residents by circular
letter against the "Saids" or "native priests", calling them firebrands 2 3

and in 1813 Macquoid informed the government that two of the dying
regent of Tjiandjur's sons "are considered as incapacitated from suc-
ceeding him, in consequence of one having become a had jee and the
other being about to undertake the pilgrimage".24

In the preceding paragraph we have suggested that the restriction of
the pilgrimage was one of the functions of the Company's monopoly
system; as soon as this monopoly system had been abandoned, the
presently introduced freedom of trade was considered extremely ob-
noxious to the population's morale, and a causal connection was laid

2 1 Dr. F. de Haan, Priangan, fourth vol., p. 747.
2 2 Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, The history of Java, vol. 11, London 1830,

p. 3.
2 3 Vide note 21.
2 4 Vide note 21.

Dl. 118 7
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98 J. VREDENBREGT.

between the frequence of participations in the haddj and the rebellions
against the colonial authority.25

It is by the resolutions of 1825 and 1831 that the (Netherlands)
government policy regarding the haddj in the first half of the 19th
century has been determined.26

The 1825 resolution was aimed at restricting pilgrimage as much
as possible and decreed therefore a payment of ƒ110,— for a pil-
grimage passport, the possession of which was obligatory; an enor-
mous amount of money for those days. Moreover, by "secret missives"
the Residents (a class of high Dutch colonial officers) in Java were
informed of the government's wish that they do as little as possible to
encourage the population's applying for pilgrim's passports, and the
regents (Javanese territorial chiefs) were required effectively to exercise
their influence on the Javanese population to check a too great zeal
to undertake the pilgrimage.27

It is worth while to pay some attention to the government's con-
siderations for the 1825 resolution. The immediate motive for the issue
was a missive from the Resident of Batavia in which he reported that
some 200 pilgrims had applied for passports at the police-station as
they wanted to sail for the Holy Land. The Resident expressed his
alarm about the apparent yearly increase in the number of pilgrims.28

The government appeared to share his alarm: ". . . . but also most if
not all of these people, when returning from these voyages and thereby
becoming hadjis, have no inclination to work any longer and spend
their time in prayer or with other religious rituals, become the charges
of their compatriots and will profit in every imaginable way from their
credulity, apart from the injurious effect which a too large increase
of priests or hadjis that surpasses the need would have upon the moral
obligations of the native population towards the government... ,".29

From this picture it becomes clear that the colonial government
considered those who had undertaken a pilgrimage as a "class of

2 5 Dr. S. Keijzer, De bedevaart der inlanders naar Mekka, Leiden 1871, p. 9
(introduction). On the person of this author vide Encyclopaedie van Neder-
landsch Oost-Indië, 2nd vol., 2nd ed., Leiden 1918, i.v. Keijzer (mr. dr.
Salomo).

2 8 For the text of the resolutions vide C. Spat, De Islam en zijn betekenis voor
Nederlandseh-Indië, 3d ed. with the collaboration of H. J. Voskuil, Breda
1934, p. 37 et seq.

2 7 Vide J. Eisenberger, Indië en de bedevaart naar Mekka. Leiden 1928, p. 19;
also C. Spat, op. cit. p. 38.

2 8 Vide resolution 1825, published in C. Spat, op. cit. p. 37.
2 9 Idem note 28.
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priests" (their social röle being "to spend their time in prayer or with
other religious rituals") which as such enjoyed great prestige among
the population; this would lead to their forming a leisure class, using
against the government the prestige they had among the masses. It is
exactly these considerations that induced the government to issue the
above-mentioned resolution, Pilgrimage was to be made difficult, not
to be prohibited; the latter step was considered imprudent, i.e. im-
possible to be carried out by policy. Both the resolution of 1825 and
that of 1831 regard Java and Madura; the last one modifies the sanc-
tions that were imposed upon infringement of the 1825 resolution to
this effect that now instead of a fine of ƒ 1.000,— twice the price of a
pilgrim's passport (ƒ220,—) must be paid.

From the considerations for the 1831 resolution it becomes clear
meanwhile that many pilgrims dodged the pilgrim's tax by travelling
by way of Sumatra; while the authority of the colonial government
was far from solid on Java — one has only to remember the Java
War — it could make itself hardly feit at all outside Java about
1830.30 This is also illustrated by the considerations of the govern-
ment regarding the high fines of ƒ 1.000,— that were, according to
the 1825 resolution, to be imposed upon pilgrims who had not bought
a passport; in this connection the government remarks in the 1831
resolution " . . . . that, moreover, such a severe treatment of priests
would undoubtedly cause the credulous native population to become
embittered against the government, the effect of which might in due
time be harmful to law and order. . . .".31 Duymaer van Twist can-
celled both resolutions in 1852 3 2 and replaced them by a third one:
the pilgrim's passport was still obligatory but the tax on it was
abolished. At the same time he instructed the heads of regional ad-
ministration on Java, the Resident of Palembang and the Governor
of Sumatra's West Coast "to keep a prudent eye on the acts of the

3 0 Eisenberger's remark (J. Eisenberger, Indië en de bedevaart naar Mekka,
Leiden 1928, p. 19) that "in the Outer territories the hadjis were not so
numerous that the government paid them any attention" is rather cryptic in
this connection. In the first place his argument lacks the data on the
"numerousness" of the hadjis in the Outer territories, and in the second, the
authority of the government in those parts did not exist or was very small.
Apart from that I concede that the latter is not necessary in order to "pay
attention" to the hadjis.

3 1 Vide text resolution, quoted in C. Spat, De Islam en zijn betekenis voor
Nederlandsch-Indië, Breda 1934, pp. 38 and 39.

3 2 Neither of these resolutions was ever published in the Staatsblad van Neder-
landsch-Indië; they were considered secret. Vide Eisenberger, op. cit., p. 20.
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100 J. VREDENBREGT.

hadj is in general and to report on them when submitting the list ot
people who have left for Mecca or have returned from Mecca... ,".33

It is not clear which were the real motives for the government when,
after the spirit of abstention in 1852, she again occupied herself inten-
sively with the pilgrimage to Mecca a few years afterwards, as appears
from an ordinance of 1859 which determined the colonial government's
hadji-policy in the second part of the 19th century. Although the
government sums up as reason for the introduction of new measures
i.a. abuse of the "title of hadji", the fact that many hadjis never
returned, insufficient provisions for the family that stayed behind, etc,
she had never seriously ascertained whether the motives that were to
justify the 1859 ordinance were correct.34

The most striking features of the new ordinance were:
a. the aspiring pilgrim must have a certificate by a Regent that he

possessed sufficient financial means for the journey out and home and
moreover that reasonable care had been taken for the family that stayed
behind;

b. after his return from Mecca the pilgrim had to undergo an
examination, the so-called hadji-examination, from which it should
become evident that he really had visited Mecca;

c. only if the hadji passed this examination, he was allowed to use
the "title of hadji" and to wear the specific hadji dress.

Snouck Hurgronje criticised bitterly the 1859 ordinance and pointed
out that the title and dress of hadji did not deserve the official recogni-
tion it had been awarded in 1859, and that any restriction of the
pilgrimage would have the reverse effect of what the government hoped
to gain by it.35

It was only in the beginning of the 20th century that the hadji-
policy which had been defined in 1859, was abolished.

3. The Islam policy of C. Snouck Hurgronje.

With the arrival of C. Snouck Hurgronje in the Netherlands Indies
in 1889 an era came to a close and a new period started in which the

3 3 Vide text resolution, quoted by Eisenberger, op. cit., p. 188 et seq.
3 4 Vide C. Snouck Hurgronje, De Hadji-politiek der Indische Regeering,

published in Verspreide Geschriften, vol. IV. 2, pp. 175 et seq.
3 5 Vide C. Snouck Hurgronje, De Hadji-politiek der Indische Regeering, in

Verspreide Geschriften, vol. IV, 2, pp. 175 et seq.
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colonial government let herself be advised in Islamic affairs by a profes-
sional scholar of international fame.36

Snouck Hurgronje's recommendations were not only based upon
a thorough knowledge of Islam and a specific evaluation of it, but also
on an (optimistic) outlook on the future of the Indonesian society
which was to take the form of a political and national association of
Dutchmen and Indonesians, which would find its expression in a
Netherlands empire consisting of two geographically distant but
spiritually closely allied parts.37 In this association the solution for the
Islamic question was to be found. A solution had to be found because
the colonial government kept being troubled by the Islamic question.
According to Snouck the Netherlands could not do without an Islam-
policy, because Islam is not content with settling the relation Man —
Supreme Being, but also occupies herself with the relation of the
faithful to the temporal authorities. "Even if it were against the
government's will, she must make a division Islam itself cannot make
theoretically, viz. a division between a domain where she can suffer
such an imperium in imperio to exist for the sake of the freedom of
concience, and another domain where the uninhibited operation of
such an authority could not be reconciled with higher and more general
interests".38

Snouck's Islam policy was based upon compartmentalisation; he
defined three spheres regarding each of which he took a certain point
of view and advocated a certain policy, namely:

a. the purely religious;
b. the political;
c. the Muhammedan law.

ad a. Regarding the doctrinal points and the purely religious
precepts he suggested the completest freedom and neutrality of the
government;

ad b. Predominant in Snouck's line of thought regarding the

3 6 Vide i.a.; Dr. G. F. Pijper, Nederland en de Islam, Leiden 1955; Ch. O.
van der Plas, Mededelingen over de stroomingen in de Moslimsche gemeen-
schap in Nederlandsch-Indië en de Nederlandsche Islampolitiek, Indisch
Genootschap — vergadering van 16 Februari 1934, 's-Gravenhage 1934, pp.
253—272; Van der Plas, remarks (p. 254) " . . . that with Snouck Hurgronje's
arrival in the Indies our knowledge of Islam there had begun. Begun!"

3 7 C. Snouck Hurgronje, Nederland en de Islam, Vier voordrachten gehouden
in de Nederlansch-Indische bestuursacademie, Leiden 1911, p. 85.

3 8 Idem note 37, p. 54.
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political aspect of Islam was Pan-Islamism. Any form of this he con
sidered unacceptable. He advocated complete freedom to profess a
religion, but at the same time he refused any foreign interference.
According to him any central organisation Islam had ever had was of
a political character, and as such he considered every Pan-Islamic
movement. For that reason Snouck advised opposing the prayer for
the sultan of Turkey at the Friday salat, because he considered that
a political confession.

Rebellious movements, especially the so-called Mahdi-expectations,
should always be suppressed by force.

ad c. Codification of the received part of Muslim law, as far as it
would be possible to do so anyway, he considered one of the biggest
mistakes the government could make; by doing so, he argued, it would
fix for endless times to come what would, he hoped, change itself.
Any form of codification would, moreover, be contrary to his concept
of association which aimed at association of the Indonesian with the
Dutch culture.39

We shall now investigate what policy Snouck recommended regar-
ding the haddj.40

According to Snouck the great majority of the pilgrims only deserved
attention from a statistical point of view; he considered it improbable
that the great majority would be infected with Pan-Islamic ideas. The
political importance of the haddj he saw in the prolonged sojourn in
Mecca, viz. by the mukims, the Indonesians who settled in Mecca, for
the greater part intellectually prominent youths and middle-aged men.
In the international Muslim centre Mecca, these mukims became

S9 For an Indonesian criticism of Snouck's association ideas vide i.a. M. Natsir,
Capita selecta, Bandung—'s-Gravenhage n.d., particularly the articles Oleh-
Oleh dari Algiers and "Associatie" atau "belangengemeenschap" April 1940,
where Natsir, under the subtitle of "finished, associatie", remarks i.a. "we
have never believed that association-ideas a la Snouck would succeed,
because the association ideal he advocates cannot be arrived at by joining
two cultures but sets out to repress the one by the other. According to
Snouck Hurgonje's theory, that association should be arrived at by 'liber-
ating the Moslims from the precepts of their religion' (quotation marks and
italics by Natsir). Saying this he neglects the forces that are within Islam
and that are quite capable of defending themselves against all foreign in-
fluences".

40 Most extensively described by Snouck Hurgronje in De Hadji-politiek der
Indische Regeering, vide note 35.
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acquainted with Pan-Islamic ideas that had an unfavourable influence
upon their disposition towards the colonial rulers.

It should be clear by now that for the majority of pilgrims Snouck
advocated a hadji-policy that was based upon entire freedom; from
those no political dangers were to be feared. Consequently Snouck
condemned the ordinance of 1859. It was not until the beginning of
this century, however, that its most striking features were abolished.41

As we have remarked, Snouck saw the great danger of the haddj
in those who stayed in Mecca, the mukims, and the policy he recom-
mended regarding them and the haddj in general was purposely aimed
at acculturation, so that his ideas of association would be realised.42

In general Snouck's recommendations were carried out, except when
the pilgrim's ordinance of 1922 was introduced with its "return tickets
compulsion": against all Snouck's recommendations the government
made it obligatory for each pilgrim to buy a return ticket, with which
measure she yielded entirely to the pressure Dutch shipping lines had
been exerting for dozens of years.43

The events of 1926 in Indonesia caused the government to abandon
the hadji-policy it had followed so f ar. A decree of 1928 made it pos-
sible to refuse travel-passports to aspiring pilgrims who were suspected
of going to Mecca with the purpose of agitating there against the
colonial government.44

In December 1933 there came an end to Snouck Hurgronje's
advisership.

In the remaining years preceding the Japanese invasion in the former
colony the attitude of the government regarding the haddj underwent

4 1 The regulation concerning travel costs and provisions for the family at home
were abolished by Staatsblad 1905 no. 288; the regulation concerning the
so-called hadji-examination was abolished by Staatsblad 1902 no. 318.

4 2 For an appreciation of Snouck Hurgronje 's association ideas vide H a r r y J.
Benda, The crescent and the rising sun, 's-Gravenhage 1958, part. pp. 20—31,
in my opinion the best and most detached analysis of Snouck's Islam policy
so far.

4 3 Vide, Ambtelijke adviezen van C. Snouck Hurgronje 1889—1936, uitgegeven
door E. Gobee en C. Adriaanse, 2nd vol., 's-Gravenhage 1959, chapter
Regeling vervoer pelgrims, part. pp. 1428—1440; from this it appears too
(p. 1435) that Snouck's advice on the pilgrims' ordinance of 1922 was not
even asked.

4 4 Vide also E. Gobee, Politieke- en religieus-politieke bewegingen in Daar werd
wat groots verricht... 2nd ed., Elsevier 1946, part pp. 457—458.
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no fundamental changes from that which had been formulated in the
pilgrims' ordinance of 1922 and the circular letter of 1928.45

After the capitulation of Japan and the proclamation of the Indo-
nesian republic on August 17, 1945, the colonial governmént tried to
gain the sympathy of the Indonesian Muslims by making available
foreign curency for the pilgrimage to Mecca; at the same time, taking
advantage of the favourable relations between the Netherlands and the
Sa'udi regime, it tried to produce the impression that the Republik
Indonesia was anti-haddj.

This haddj-policy did not reach its propagandistic goals, because it
was mostly annihilated by the activities of the Perkumpulan Kemer-
dekaan Indonesia, an association which had been föunded at Mecca
and which the Indonesian mukims had joined in great numbers; it
set out to propagate the Indonesian struggle for liberty, especially
among the many pilgrims who came to Mecca after 1945.46

4. Political influences exercised by the nationalist movement.

The battle Surapati and his tiny army gave in 1686 against captain
Tack and his men ended, as we know, in the latter's defeat. This
resulted i.a. in a considerable deterioration of the relations between
the V.O.C, and the Susuhunan whose high protection Surapati enjoyed.
The Susuhunan, however, expressed his innocence and by way of
penitence he offered to undertake the pilgrimage to Mecca.47

It is related that Diponegoro, after having been treacherously ar-

4 5 In 1940 the governmént made available large sums for the relief of pilgrims
who had been left stranded in Mecca (as she had done in 1916 during the
first world war) ; about this and for an interpretation of it vide Harry J.
Benda, The crescent and the rising sun. 's-Gravenhage 1958, p. 96 and p. 228
note 109.
On the eve of the (expected) Japanese invasion in the Netherlands Indies
the governmént tried to win the sympathy of the Muslim leaders by some
gestures; this endeavour was continued after 1945 (without meeting with
success, however).

4 6 Vide i.a. Konperensi kementerian, departemen, djawatan agama seluruh
Indonesia diadakan di Jogjakarta tg. 14—18 April 1950, vol. I I I and IV,
Djakarta 1950, part. pp. 557 et seq. under subtitle Masa Merdeka! Despite
the great shortage of foreign currency the governmént of the Netherlands
Indies, because of the political importance it attached to that object, made
available for the year 1948 the following foreign values: £ 1.000.000 and
ƒ 5.000.000. The same amount was maintaned for 1949 notwithstanding the
considerably increased shortage of foreign currency in consequence of the
Dutch military actions against the Republik Indonesia.

47 Dr. H. J. de Graaf, Geschiedenis van Indonesië, 's-Gravenhage 1949, p. 236.
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rested by general De Koek in 1830 asked to be allo wed to undertake
the pilgrimage to Mecca — which was, by the way, denied him.48

As for the constancy of the idea of pilgrimage as a sacrifice it is
noteworthy, that according to an ANP-newscast of December 26, 1960
General Nasution, the Indonesian army chief-of-staff, has made Karto-
suwirjo, leader of the Darul Islam, the offer that the Indonesian
government would pay his pilgrimage to Mecca provided he promised
to better himself i.e. stop the guerilla.

Restricting ourselves to more recent history we see that by settling
in Mecca the pilgrim from the Netherlands Indies withdrew himself
from the jurisdiction of the colonial authority; this was very important.
Besides the Netherlands consul in Jeddah, being an infidel, was for-
bidden to enter Mecca; this difficulty, by the way, was later met — not
in the last place as a result of Snouck Hurgronje's urging — by
appointing an Indonesian Muslim vice-consul whose main job it was
in fact to keep informed of the activities of the so-called mukimsA9

This in itself already shows the political importance which this In-
donesian settlement in Mecca had for the colonial government.

The disturbances in West-Java and West-Sumatra at the end of
1926 and the beginning of 1927 influenced (positively) the number of
pilgrims in 1927. Here again the haddj and the ensuing stay in Mecca
had an important political function which becomes especially clear from
the great and sudden rise in the so-called mM&im-statistics in the pil-
grim report of 192(5—27 (see appendices IV).

Our point is that of old the haddj has been the means to withdraw
oneself from unpleasant actions on the part of those in power, and that
the stay in Mecca has always had an important political function.

Apart from these manifest reasons the stay in Mecca was quite
attractive for most of the pilgrims 5 0 as they could live there among
equals without any discrimination: "here they are never subjected to
that painful feeling of slight which is feit by the more educated among
them back home in the many cases when they are reminded of belonging
to that class of inhabitants which is described by our administration

48 E. S. de Klerck, De Java-Oorlog van 1825—30, vol. V, Batavia 1908, p. 601
and app. XXXVII, p. 749.

49 The pilgrims who stayed in Mecca after completing the haddj.
50 Particularly for that category of pilgrims that Clifford Geertz describes as

"santri". Vide Clifford Geertz, Religious belief and economie behavior in a
central Javanese town, in Economie development and cultural change, vol.
IV 1956, p. 134 et seq.
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as 'natives and those assimilated with them' ", wrote Snouck Hurgronje
in 1909;5 1 this situation never fundamentally changed before the
liquidation of the colonial authority.52

Snouck Hurgronje considered the stay in Mecca as the greatest
danger for the colonial government because of the Pan-Islamic influen-
ces the Indonesians would undergo there.53 Pan-Islam appeared, how-
ever, not to be a real danger: the abolishment of the khalifate by the
Turks in 1924 and the failure of the khalifal congress in Cairo in 1926,
of the congress in Mecca in the same year, and of the Jerusalem con-
gress in 1931 have made this sufficiently clear. The hopes that were
fostered about Ibn Sa'ud in the beginning — immediately after the
abolishment of the khalifate he was recognised as the "sword of the
Islam" — were not realized.54 Sa'ud as an intelligent politician did not
have any aspirations to the khalifate, because he realized that such
aspirations would be unfavourable to the economie function the haddj
had for his regime (which was in power in the Hejaz since 1926).

Another reason for the failure of Pan-Islamism was the rise of a
nationalist elite in the colonies. Especially in Indonesia since the
influence of the Sarekat Islam among the masses was on the wane, a
new nationalist elite took the place of that elite whose outlook had
been determined by religion or Pan-Islamism (which can also be con-
sidered as a form of pre-nationalism). This new elite which rapidly
gained influence was primarily interested in freeing their home country.
In their eyes the pilgrimage to Mecca and the stay there — if it was
based on political considerations — was nothing but a form of political
escapism. Moreover, they disagreed with the dysfunction of the haddj
which caused large amounts of money to leave the country and which
was even more stimulated by a system of recruiting that made pilgrims.

51 C. Snouck Hurgronje, De Hadji-politiek der Indische Regeering in Ver-
spreide Geschriften, vol. IV, 2, p. 184. Vide also Het Indi'è van Meijer Ranneft
by J. P. B. de Josselin de Jong, Leiden 1945, and Prof. dr. P. M. van
Wulfften Palthe, Psychological aspects of the Indonesian problem, Leiden 1949,
p. 36 et seq.

IBB Undoubtedly a great many pilgrims stayed behind in Mecca as they had
pawned all their property in Indonesia; on this dysfunctional aspect of hadji
recruitment vide chapter III, 4 of this paper. Also Konperensi kementerian,
departemen, djawatan agama seluruh Indonesia, vol. III and IV, Djakarta
1950 p. 557.

153 C. Snouck Hurgronje, De Hadji-politiek der Indische Regeering in Ver-
spreide Geschriften, vol. IV, 2, p. 195.

64 W. J. A. Kernkamp, Pan-Arabische beweging en Islam, Amsterdam 1936,
p. 16.
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undertake the voyage to the Hejaz without sufficient financial resour-
ces which led to the according result: pauperism.55

The latter argument became even more pressing after the outbreak
of the great world depression of 1930 which the former colony feit in
all its severity.

These "nationalist" objections against the haddj were clearly pointed
out in an article which appeared in 1930 in the paper of the Surabaya
Study Club under the title of "The difference between Digul and
Mecca".56

The gist of this article was that one would go to Mecca for religious
reasons (kepertjajaan) but that those who had been sent to the colonial
government's Digul internment camp had been exiled because of their
conviction (kejakinan). Between the lines it is made obvious that a
kejakinan should of course be rated much higher than a kepertjajaan
which makes thousands of people undertake the haddj and is, more-
over, economically objectionable.

In the same paper 57 it is furthêrmore suggested that one no longer
take Arabia, i.e. Mecca as kiblah, but that one turn one's face towards
Demak, and that the pilgrimage to Mecca be substituted by the one
to Demak.

This was nothing new. In certain (especially Javanese) circles there
had of old been resistance against Mecca and the arabization of
"Javanese" Islam. It is said that, when the first Muslim of Demak,
Raden Patah, was about to take his place on the throne, dressed in
hadji attire, he repeatedly feil ill and lost consciousness " . . . . which
plight only came to an end when he had adorned himself with the
Javanese royal head-dress".58 And Sunan Giri, about to undertake
the haddj to Mecca together with Sunan Bonang is restrained by his
father from doing so.59

The town of Demak and its very ancient mosque are held in great
respect by the Muslims of Java and according to a popular belief
seven pilgrimages to Demak equal the one to Mecca. Up till the present
thousands of pilgrims to Demak gather there on the 7th of the last

5 5 Also acting contrary to the precepts of Islam on this subject.
0 6 The article appeared in October 1930 in the Soeara Oemoem; the publication

of the article (actually a series of articles) caused a conflict between the
Soeara Oemoem and Sepakat Indonesia; the editor of the Soeara Oemoem
was invited to justify himself in a public meeting.

67 Vide note 56, it concerns the numbers 50, 54, 66, 69 and 73.
68 Dr. H. J. de Graaf, Geschiedenis van Indonesië. 's-Gravenhage 1949, p. 84.
89 Vide note 58, op. cit. p. 88.
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month of the Muslim year, while the ritual greatly resembles the haddj -
ritual which is at the same time displayed at Mecca.60

So far this digression about Demak.
We have pointed out already the importance Ibn Sa'ud attached to

preventing disturbances in the yearly haddj proceedings, especially
because the Hejaz was extremely dependent on the haddj as its main
source of income. That is why Ibn Sa'ud put severe restrictions on the
spreading of nationalist ideas from Mecca. His official standpoint was
that the Hejaz is a holy country and that Mecca is the place where
all Muslims from all over the world gather, irrespective of political
convictions; the Hejaz should be a place of worship and not one for
committing political propaganda.61

Nevertheless the haddj and the ensuing stay in Mecca had an uni-
fying function; pilgrims from all over the Indonesian archipelago
gathered there and by the interchange of ideas there grew, next to
a feeling of mutual ties, an Indonesian conscience. Mecca was such a
political centre for the inhabitants of the Indonesian archipelago in
spite of the restrictive measures the Sa'udi regime imposed on political
propaganda.

5. Political influences exercised by the antagonists 1945—1949.

The feelings which, according to Snouck Hurgronje, the Indonesians
in Mecca shared about the colonial' government at the end of last
century, about 1884—1885, have never changed.62 They were always
directed against the colonial government and they did in this respect
not reflect the good relations between Ibn Sa'ud and thé Netherlands
representative in Jeddah, notwithstanding what some authors have
suggested in romantically flavoured writings.

The outbreak of the second world war and especially the conquest

60 T. W . Arnold, The preaching of Islam, a history of the propagation of the
Muslim faith, 2nded., London 1913, chapter X I I , The spread of Islam in the
Malay archipelago.
Encyclopaedie van Nederlandsch Oost-Indië, vol. I, Leiden 1917, 2nd ed., i.v.
"Demak". Nederlandsch-Indie', oud en nieuw, 13th year, 1928—29, p. 261
et seq., article De beteekenis van Demak voor de Islam by Mas Prijohoetomo.

01 This point of view is even maintained after the outbreak of the second world
war, vide an official publication of the Arab government in the "Oemmoel-
koera" no. 40.

02 C. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka in the latter part of the 19th century, transl. by
J. H . Monahan, Leyden 1931, p. 244 et seq.
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of the Netherlands Indies by Japan was the cause that a large group
of Indonesian mukims stayed behind in Mecca, deprived of any means.63

Therefore since May 1942 the mukims received financial support from
the Netherlands Indies government through its Jeddah representative.64

During the second world war an action was undertaken to recruit
Indonesians from this settlement in Mecca for the recovery of the
Netherlands Indies from the Japanese; but this action was met with
great distrust and a mere handful of mukims left for Australia and
Ceylon. This distrust was mainly directed at the Dutch plans about
Indonesia's independence after the war. Joining up with the Nether-
lands forces was considered an act of treason, aimed at returning the
infidels to Indonesia which was now free, or as ridda (apostasy); only
the few who left for Australia and Ceylon considered their enlistment
as just taking up a normal job.

The proclamation of the Indonesian republic on August 17, 1945
was the cause that about 70 per cent of all Indonesian mukims returned
their passports to the Netherlands legation in Jeddah in a damaged
state, with which they wished to express their republican sympathies
and the fact that they no longer considered themselves Netherlands
subjects. The mukims now organised collection drives to provide for
their wants.

The great interest the Indonesian Muslims had always paid towards
the haddj obviously inspired the colonial government after 1945 to
follow a liberal haddj -policy, hoping to regain the sympathy of the
Muslims. The arrival of many pilgrims from the Dutch-occupied terri-
tories of Indonesia should, it was thought, influence the pro-republican
attitude of the Indonesian mukims. The Netherlands Indies govern-
ment had special reasons to speculate upon this as the government of

63 From a report by the (Indonesian) vice-consul of the Netherlands, Hoesein
Iscandar, dated 8-12-1931, it appears that the Indonesian mukims were the
only settlers in Mecca who were exclusively of profit to the country and
the Meccans stated plainly that they could not exist without the "Djawah"
settlement as the Hejaz depended on the income from the haddj in which
the Indonesians played a very considerable part. Not one pilgrim who
stayed behind in Mecca — viz. the Indonesian mukims — followed a trade;
there were some small businessmen among them but they would only sell
to countrymen. The Djawah-settlement did not withdraw a penny from the
Hejaz, on the contrary it brought money into the country. The Indonesian
vice-consul estimated the yearly expenditure of the Djawah-settlement about
1931 at ƒ 1.043.000.

64 This support was rejected by the mukims themselves after 1945 because of
their pro-republican sympathies.
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the Republik Indonesia in Jogja; despite ambitious plans, was not
able to allow pilgrims to leave her territory for Mecca; this was caused
by the Dutch navy's blockade of the Indonesian ports and by the fact
that the RI had no ships available to transport the hadjis.

On the other hand the colonial government hoped that the arrival
of pilgrims from the occupied territories would consolidate the position
of the Dutch-created puppet states, both among the Muslims in In-
donesia and abroad (in Mecca).

Along the lines of this policy one should view the so-called honorary
mission from the Negara Indonesia Timur (one of the puppet states
Van Mook had created af ter 1945) which was to visit Ibn Sa'ud and
inspire goodwill among the Muslims. It took lengthy preparations until
September 1947 bef ore the amir al haddj 6 5 who was to lead officially
the pilgrims from East Indonesia could be sent on his way. These
lengthy preparations were the result of wavering on the part of the
Sa'udi government which did not welcome the arrival of this honorary
mission in more than one respect:

a. according to prevailing usage the members of the mission were
to be the guests of the Arabian government with all the financial
consequences that would entail; 66

b. the Sa'udi government was put in an awkward position by such
an honorary mission because, being a member of the Arab League that
had officially recognized the Republik Indonesia, it would commit an
unfriendly act against the RL Pressure from the part of the Nether-
lands government that invoked the lasting friendly relations between
both countries may have induced it to comply with the request.

Thé mission yielded no success anyway because two months after-
wards the Sa'udi government officially recognized the RI, while the
mukims branded the honorary mission as Dutch propaganda.

The government of the Republik Indonesia sent an official represen-
tative (Hadji Moh. Rasjidi) to Mecca every year, while in October
1949 the RI government sent a four-member goodwill mission to the
Hejaz, which was received by Ibn Sa'ud.67

85 The name "amlr al-haddj" was used by the population themselves, but
since 1943 it has been officially abolished and altered into "ra 'ïs ba' that
al-sharaf" which means "head of the honorary mission".

06 This meant that the hotel bill was to be met by the Arab government, while
all guests had a motorcar at their disposal; they were exempted from the
so-called pilgrims' tax too, of course.

87 This goodwill mission was composed of: H. Adnan, chairman of the Mahka-
mat Islam Tinggi and member of the High Advisory Council of the Repu-
blican government, and Ismail Banda, Saleh Saidi and Samsir.
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6. Influences exercised by the RI(S).

When at the end of 1949 the transfer of sovereignty took place this
caused the Netherlands government to transfer the Jeddah consulate
to the Indonesian government. Independent Indonesia (then still the
federal Republik Indonesia Serikat, abbreviated RIS) now had ships
at its disposal and the yearly pilgrimage to Mecca was resumed, but
now in conformity with the regulations of an Indonesian government.
Billeting difficulties and lack of foreign currency induced the govern-
ment from the start to introducé a quota system. Every year the
(maximum) number of pilgrims per province were announced who
could undertake the pilgrimage. Foreign currency was made available
for the voyage to and the stay in Mecca. Besides, the Kementerian
Agama, the Ministry of Religious Af f airs, which was charged with
the supervision of the pilgrimage, followed a selective pilgrim policy.68

08 The quota for 19S0 and 1951 were as follows:
1950
Province Djawa Barat

„ Djawa Tengah
„ Djawa Timur
„ Sumatera Tengah
„ Sumatera Selatan

Atjeh
Karesidenan Tapanuli
Kalimantan Barat

2200
1900
2100

500
500
300
200
180

Kalimantan Selatan Tenggara 400
Kalimantan Timur
Negara Indonesia Timur
Negara Sumatera Timur
Reserve
Total
1951
Province Djawa Barat

„ Djawa Tengah
„ Djawa Timur
„ Sumatera Utara
„ Sumatera Tengah
„ Sumatera Selatan
„ Kalimantan
„ Sulawesi
„ Maluku
„ Sunda Ketjil

Reserve
Total

150
1500

50
20

10.000

2750
1650
2300
400
250
400
700
800
100
500
150

10.000

Source: Konperensi kementerian, de-
partemen, djawatan agama seluruh In-
donesia diadakan di Jogjakarta tg
14-18 April 1950, vol. III and IV,
Djakarta 1950, pp. 633 and 634.
The quota had been decided by the
Kementerian Agama RIS dan RL

Source: Agenda Kementerian Agama
1951—1952, diterbitkan oleh Kemen-
terian Agama, Djakarta, p. 185 et seq.
The quota had been decided by the
Menteri Agama, Dalam Negeri, Luar
Negeri, Keuangan, Kesehatan, Perhu-
bungan dan Pengangkutan of the RI.

Regarding the conditions for undertaking the haddj, vide Instruksi bersama.
menteri agama, dalam negeri, luar negeri, kesehatan, perhubungan dan pen-
gangkutan, no. C/2/9/4138, of March 5, 1951, in Agenda Kementerian Agama
1951—1952, p. 167.
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This selection appeared from the conditions the aspiring pilgrims had
to satisfy in order to be allo wed to undertake the haddj, viz.: a mini-
mum age of 15; a certain knowledge of Islam and of the haddj in
general; the aspiring pilgrim should not have undertaken a pilgrimage
before; he should be literate;69 aged aspiring pilgrims should be suf-
ficiently able-bodied to take care of themselves.70

It is obvious from these regulations that the selection was aimed
at a dominance of the religious function in conformity with the rules
of Islam. It is understandable in this connection that children below
the age of 15 were not admitted, because they, according to the
Shaji'itic law, cannot undertake a valid pilgrimage.71 Yet another
regulation that deserves much attention was the requirement that
aspiring pilgrims be able to pay all costs resulting from the pilgrimage
"dengan tidak mendjual sesuatu jang mendjadi pergantungan-hidup-
nja",72 i.e. without selling anything they might need for their susten-
ance. This regulation was especially aimed at preventing the sale of
rice-fields, an evil which before the war occurred rather often and
which of course resulted in pauperism. Entirely in conformity with
this policy was the regulation that aspiring pilgrims could only be
considered for selection if it had been made clear that they were not
undertaking the haddj to make a profit.73

If the number of candidates who satisfied the conditions of the
Kementerian Agama outnumbered the quota, then a draw of lots would
decide who was to be allowed to undertake the pilgrimage. In practice
this regulation was made light of.74

The Indonesian Ministry of Religious Affairs set up a committee,
the Panitia Hadji Indonesia (PHI) with a seat in Djakarta and sub-
committees in each Regency, that was to extend help (in the broadest
sense of the word) to pilgrims.75

6 9 Knowledge of Arabic or Javanese scripts was enough. Vide Sjarat-2 pelamar
tjalon hadji, sub. h., p. 167, Agenda Kementerian Agama 1951—1952.

7 0 Literally: "orang jang sudah landjut usianja harus njata kuat mengnrus
dirinja sendiri (jang tidak tita rapuh)".

7 1 Vide Dr. Th. W. Juynboll, Handleiding tot de kennis van de Mohammedaanse
Wet volgens de leer der Sjafi'itische school, Leiden 1930, 4th ed., p. 127 note 1.

72 Agenda Kementerian Agama 1951—1952.
7 3 This regulation is directed against those who occupy themselves with ob-

taining the badal money; about this see further on in this paper.
74 Vide Agenda Kementerian Agama 1951—1952, p. 169, chapter Undian.
7 6 Cf. what is said by the R I S minister of religious affairs, K. H. A. Wahid

Hasjin in a letter dated February 6, 1950, to all provincial governors etc.
(letter no. AIII/1/164, published in Konperensi kementerian departemen, etc.
(note 1, p. 601 et seq. on the task of the P H I : " to lead the aspiring pilgrims
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It is furthermore worth while to note the setting up of the Madjelis
Pimpinan Hadji, composed of two to three persons, two of them
designated by the Ministry of Religious Affairs and the PHI, and one
ulama; these madjelis escorted the pilgrims aboard the ships that
transported them to Jeddah, where they acted as intermediaries between
pilgrims and the ships' captains. In the Hejaz they were at the disposal
of the Indonesian consulate.

National pride and self-confidence lay at the root of the setting-up
of these Madjelis Pimpinan Hadji; on the one hand they were to
guard against exploitation of the pilgrims in the Hejaz, on the other
hand they acted as a kind of travel-leaders aboard the ships and guarded
against coarse treatment or bad provisions.

B. Economie influences.

1. Fundamental changes in the economie structure of Indonesia.

Considering the many ordinances the government issued in the 19th
century regarding the pilgrimage to Mecca and the precepts of the
Shafi'itic madhhab as regards the haddj the great enthusiasm for the
pilgrimage is quite striking. In the 2Oth century, thanks to Snouck
Hurgronje's influence, the haddj-policy underwent' considerable
changes: besides in the countryside there were (and are) many active
push-factors that extremely increaséd the interest in the pilgrimage;
but Indonesian participation in the haddj is not only large in absolute
numbers but also in relation to the total participation from overseas.76

Careful not to draw any monocausal conclusion, we will endeavour
to give a few rather general and fundamental explanations of this
phenomenon insofar as it has been discussed in the preceding lines.
Again we will stress the developments since about 1870.77

Neither Raffles' attempts nor Dirk van Hogendorp's pleadings led

and inform them on the essential f acts about the haddj, health, and some
other necessary subjects, in order to make the pilgrims abroad, both in Mecca
and during the voyage become "diplomatic representatives" of their free
and independent nation who should no longer be considered or treated as
contract-coolies. Their attitude and their actions should really agree with
the honour of an independent people".

76 Vide appendix II.
71 In our opinion the very great interest for the haddj can only be explained

by a complex of causes and factors. A few of these influencing factors are
discussed in this paper.

Dl. 118 8
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to defeudalisation of the Javanese society. The feudal structure stayed
intact but this did not mean that influence of western culture elements
on the desa structure lost impact. On the contrary.

Af ter the Java War the Cultuur stelsel had been introduced. It was
based upon "voluntary" contracts between representatives of the
colonial government and desa-chieis and it committed the villager to
certain contractual labour. It did not yet bring about many changes
in the economie life of the village. The villager still lived by agriculture
mainly.78 The development was accelerated, ho wever, af ter the abolish-
ment of the Cultuurstelsel. Production of raw materials by western
private enterprise revolutionized the village sphere and made the
economie life of the desa grow more dynamic. The population started
to grow commercial crops while at the same time the possibility was
opened to the villager of finding a living in retail trade; moreover,
part of the village population found wage-work on the big estates. As
a result of these factors money poured ito the villages, which had a
catalyzing effect. There emerged a new class of villagers that was to
play an important role in the Indonesian sphere of the economie life
of the country. This new sphere in the Indonesian economy differed
considerably from the traditional one which was characterized by
dependence on the cfe«i-chiefs and by communal traits. It existed in
the shadow of the high-capitalistic western economie life from which
it benefited partly, and by which it was checked partly, too.79

This entire process of structural change had an individualizing effect
as well, while the introduction of money as unit of payment and
exchange facilitated, if not stimulated, the mobility of the villagers.

For a group of the population this structural change in the economy
brought about material advantages; they developed into a new class
in the desa, differing from the rest of the population by economie
activities as well as frugality and thrift, moreover by a way of life

78 On this matter vide i.a. D. H. Burger, De ontsluiting van Java's binnenland
voor het wereldverkeer, diss. Leiden 1939.
D. H. Burger, Structuurveranderingen in de Javaanse samenleving, published
in vol. II and III of Indonesië.
W. F. Wertheim, Indonesian society in transition, 2nd rev. ed., Den Haag
1959, part. chapter "Shifts in the economie system", p. 90 et seq.

78 Thus the interests of the Indonesian farmer, resp. grower of export erop,
were relegated to the second place when the interests of the Western export
firms were at stake; on the other hand they shared in the advantages of the
infrastructure that had spread all over the archipelago under the influence
of Western commerce; the desa was opened up to world Communications,
meanwhile becoming more sensitive to economie influences.
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and a system of standards that were based upon Islam, but more con-
sistently and strictly so than was the case with their fellow-villagers.
Accumulation of wealth by commercial activities together with the
corresponding ethos of frugality and thrift were a cultural element
that offered no connection with the traditional Javanese culture pattern;
in f act it meant the rejection of it. But Islam showed the way out. It
became the pre-eminent system of values for the new class, the mem-
bers of which distinguished themselves from their fellow-villagers by
their greater economie abilities. These economie criteria also decided
the class-position of this social layer which looked for and found a
fitting expression of their social status by undertaking the pilgrimage
to Mecca; an accomplishment which offered prestige and usually in-
volved the use of status-symbols such as turban or white head-dress.80

This enhanced prestige and the according status in their turn had an
important function regarding the activities of the hadji in the desa:
more than before he would apply himself to activities that agreed (or
were considered to agree) with his (enhanced) status, such as trade
and industry, or money-lending or sometimes religious teaching.

Under the heading "A progressive family in the desa", Djajadining-
ra t 8 1 relates some interesting reminiscences that illustrate our ar-
gument well and from which we will therefore quote at some length.
The story is about a villager who had increased his arable land by
application and thrift.

„His coco-nut lands especially he always tried to increase by purchase, pledges
and reclamation. At long last his yield was so big that he could not get rid of
his produce in the desa so he had to try and sell it in the town. A Chinese
copra-dealer there was willing to buy the nuts regularly at a reasonable price.
At least 3.000 coco-nuts a month could be delivered that way. It was such a
thriving business that gradually he could consider fulfilling the last religious
duty. After returning to his kampung Hadji Hassan applied himself with new
ardour to.increase his property.

8 0 It was not a Law of the Medes and- Persians that one adorned oneself with
what we called "status-symbols"; it was situationally determined. For those
to whom the pilgrimage to Mecca had a manifest function (viz. in general
those who upon completion of the haddj chose a living in the religious
sphere, such as the personnel of the mosques or of the so-called pengadilan
agama — formerly described with the absurd name of 'priests'councils' —
wearing the turban was mote self-evident than for those who found a living
in trade etc. In our opinion it cannot be doubted that the ordinance of 1859
stimulated rather than checked the wearing of these status-symbols. Vide
also Snouck Hurgronje, Verspreide Geschriften, IV, 1, p. 359, 362 and IV,
2, p. 186 and 192.

8 1 Herinneringen van Pangcran Aria Achmad Djajadiningrat, Amsterdam—
Batavia 1936, p. 238 et seq.
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Moehammad (a son who had been left behind in Mecca) did not seem to feel
attracted to the studies he was to follow in Mecca. At any rate, he frequented
the market more than the Haram, and his study of the lives of the hadji-sheikhs
and money-lenders was more serious than that of the Muftis. His father came
to hear of this and being a thrifty and frugal man, he made him come home. In
his kampung Hadji Moehammad was not a quiet villager any longer. He never
wore a turban or jubah (82) but preferred a European coat and a fez, and he
was more often to be found in Tjilegon than at home. Now and then Hadji
Moehammad had to assist his father in the sale of coco-nuts to the Chinese
copra-dealer. By so doing he had a chance to learn the preparation of copra
and to get more information about the trade. When he thought he knew
enough he proposed to his father not to sell his nuts in their natural state but
to turn them into copra first and then sell this directly to Batavia. Thus the
considerable profits the Chinese was making now, would land in their own
pocket... With their brother Hadji Moehammad they agreed to a business that
would in the beginning mainly deal with copra; they would be partners with
equal shares. Their first job was to erect a copra drying house in the neigh-
bourhood of Hadji Hassan's coco-nut lands, thereby reducing transportation
costs to a minimum. Af ter that Hadji Moehammad went to Batavia, to inform
the European firm wich had usually bought the Chinese's copra that he could
also sell copra at the same price and under the same conditions. This offer was
accepted. Hadji Hassan's plantation which yielded only 10.000 coconuts could
not supply enough so they had to buy nuts from other growers too. Although
business was thriving there was something which troubled the partners; when
they received a letter they had to go and find somebody who could explain it
to them. So Hadji Moehammad suggested taking lessons to meet this necessity.
As Hadji Moehammad considered a sarung impractical, trumpahs clumsy and a
turban annoying, especially when he was carrying on his business, he liked to
walk around in European dress (trousers and shoes) and a fez on his head, and
he bought a bicycle in order to move faster. His house and furniture gradually
grew more European, too. These changes came about slowly and hesitatingly
because, as he explained later, he feared that the priyayi's would frown on them
and would consider them disrespectful..."

Thus Djajadiningrat. Here again it is confirmed that the haddj has
an emancipating function with respect to the ties to the desa, and that
western culture elements are easily adopted. This is typical for that
new class within the Indonesian society in Java which emerged next
to and in competition with the priyayi's.

The considerable measure in which this new class profited by the
cultural changes in the economy and by the activities it developed itself
appears i.a. from a report by De Wolff van Westerrode on the in-
vestigations concerning agrarian credit in the Priangan Regencies.83

82 Vide note 85.
83 De Wolff van Westerrode, Rapport betreffende het landbouwcredietonderzoek

in de Preanger Regenentschappen, 1904, quoted in Landbouw, tijdschrift der
vereeniging van landbouwconsulenten in Ned. Indiè', 3d vol., in the article
by A. M. P. A. Scheltema, De ontwikkeling van de agrarische toestanden
in Priangan.
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In his report the most important moneylenders with a yearly turnover
of ƒ 5.000,— and upwards are listed; the group of the hadjis who had
chosen moneylending for a profession is far on top as regards working-
capital.84

Summing up, it is to be noted that in Java the operation of the
western economie sphere in the desa resulted in the disintegration of
the existing social stratification and that a new class of Indonesians
emerged who applied themselves to commercial activities (especially
moneylending and industry) which involved a view of life that does
not rej eet accumulation of property. They converted part of this
material wealth into a pilgrimage to the Hejaz. At the turn of the
century this haddj became more and more the symbol of the self-
confident Indonesian middle class for whom Islam acquired a unifying
and emancipating function, just as it did for the masses.85

We shall now consider the territories outside Java, especially
Sumatra and Borneo. Of old there have been close contacts with the
Malay peninsula. The entire trade was concentrated on Singapore 8 6

8 4 These figures were as follows:
Moneylenders in Priangan in 1901 with a capital of ƒ 5000,— upwards.

Number Working-capital
chiefs and former chiefs 2 ƒ 3S.000
other nobility 3 „ 33.000
"clergy"*) 1 „ 200.000
hadjis 26 „ 1.465.000
other well-to-do persons 23 „ 599.000
foreign Orientals 1 „ 5.000
savings and deposit bank Oedjoengbroeng . — „ 30.000
totaal 56 ƒ 2.367.000
From the same report from which we are quoting it appears moreover that
the moneylenders lent money to intermediaries who in their turn lent it to a
third party. One is right in calling this a "moneylending business".

*) this was the chief penghulu of Tjiandjur whose working-capital amounted
to ƒ 200.000.

85 In a way one can also speak of an opposition between adat and Islam; in
this connection vide Prins, Adat en Islamieüsche plichtenleer in Indonesië,
3d rev. ed., p. 28 who remarks that the Javanese desa since the beginning
of this century has already been in a social phase "in which a spiritual
privacy was or could no more be aspired after". This "could not be aspired
after" is most appropriate in our opinion. In this connection Java was far
ahead of for instance Sumatra where, along with the cultivation of export
crops, the opposition between adat and Islam became manifest in a growing
degree.

88 The transportation of pilgrims to Mecca in the first decades of this century
was for an important part still conducted via this port (it was even more
important in the preceding century).
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and the Malay population of Sumatra and Borneo took an important
part in this trade. We have seen that many inhabitants of the Indonesian
archipelago emigrated temporarily to Malaya and Singapore to work
on the plantations or find some other job, and thus to save the neces-
sary money for the pilgrimage to Mecca or, after having completed
the haddj, to earn back the money they had borrowed in Jeddah.

This close contact with Malaya has been the primary cause of the
emergence of native rubber cultivation; hadj is became acquainted
there with rubber cultivation and subsequently introduced it into their
native regions.87 Undoubtedly the introduction of rubber cultivation
by Indonesian hadjis into Sumatra and Borneo has been one of the
most important latent economie functions of the haddj.

For the population groups in the so-called outer territories (i.e. the
islands other than Java and Madura) who applied themselves to the
cultivation of export crops this meant also that in the years of favour-
able economie conditions they would see a considerable rise in income;
this resulted in increased participation in the haddj. Meanwhile the
cultivation of export crops (especiajly rubber and coffee) by large
groups of the population of Sumatra and Borneo was a feat which had
extremely revolutionary consequences. Conformity to the adat in these
regions seriously obstructed economie growth and development. In
this connection one could speak of a cultural lag resulting from the
unequal development of various parts of the total culture, especially
since about 1910. This incongruous growth is demonstrated by the
introduction and gradually increasing cultivation of export crops,
coupled with the introduction of an (always individualizing) money
economy which caused a rapid change of the economie structure (which
was an autarchy and not based upon money).88

On the other hand this rapid economie development did not involve

8 7 De bevolkingsrubber-cultuur in Nederlandsch-Indïè, zeven rapporten uitge-
geven in samenwerking met de Native Rubber Investigation Committee te
Batavia, Landsdrukkerij, Weltevreden 1925—1927.

8 8 The colonial policy was based upon maintenance of "peace and order". "I t
had to be taken care of that in each nagari as much padi was stored as
possible and that as little as possible was exported and sold, because a po-
pulation that is well provided with food is a contented and quiet population.
A former Resident of the Padangse Bovenlanden district even considered the
so-called kintjirs, the ingenious native rice-hulling milis that were worked
by a water-wheel, disadvantageous because with these milis it was too
easy to convert the padi into beras, in which condition it could best be
exported. If the population were forced to pound the padi by hand it would,
in this Resident's opinion, more restrict itself to the pounding of what
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an adaptation of the legal system to the new economy. On the contrary:
the social structure which was reflected in the adat showed lack of
adaptation which was even increased by the colonial policy of the
Netherlands Indies government which was continuously directed at
siding with the adat and thus put an extra check upon development.89

We do not intend to suggest that the adat is a statistical invariable,
on the contrary. But we think the changes within the adat sphere were
insufficient and not adapted to the dynamics of economie life. The
element which indeed had a disintegrating influence on the social
structure and the adat-lzw was Islamic orthodoxy, the ethos of the
new class that gained most by this disintegration. This held especially
with regard to the law of inheritance which was of the utmost relevance
for the economie development. This resulted in a closer orientation
towards Islam which trend also became obvious through great interest
in the haddj, which in its turn had been made possible for more people
because of better communication with the Hejaz and the prosperity
resulting from the economie development.

In the preceding paragraphs we have endeavoured to demonstrate
that, as a result of economie structural changes in Indonesia, there
emerged a class of Indonesian citizens, mostly merchants and export
farmers, whose activities were directly connected with the opening-up
of Indonesia to world trade. This new class emerged next to and in
competition with the traditional nobility. In Java this class applied
itself to industry, retail trade, moneylending and the like; this
emergence took place as early as the last decades of the 19th century,
in contrast with the so-called outer territories and especially Sumatra
and Borneo, where the new class emerged in the beginning of this
century as a result of the introduction of export farming and the pene-
tration of money economy it involved.

The ethos of this new class was pre-eminently Islamic; for it a self-
evident aspect of the increasing prosperity was the completion of the
haddj. To this should be added that the increase of material wealth
involves a corresponding consumption pattern. In this connection the

it needed for its own sustenance alone". Thus Dr. B. Schrieke in his
report on Het communisme ter Sumatra's Westkust, Landsdrukkerij Batavia
1928, p. 95. (In this connection R. Kennedy speaks of an "anti-acculturation
policy", vide Science of man in the world crisis, ed. by R. Linton, New York
1945, p. 187).

89 W. F. Wertheim, Indonesian society in transition, 2nd rev. ed., Den Haag
1959, p. 301, 289 et seq. Harry J. Benda, The crescent and the rising sun,
Den Haag 1958, p. 68. Vide also note 3.
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voyage to the Hejaz (and the completion of the haddj as a religious
duty for the Muslim) was another aspect — and for many an important
one, too! — of this new consumption pattern.90

2. Specijic economie causes oj the haddj.

The economie situation is a conditioning factor.91 It affects the
financial means one must have at one's disposal in order to undertake
the pilgrimage. There is a positive correlation between the rise in the
number of pilgrims and increased prosperity. This is shown clearly in
the period from 1910 to the outbreak of the first world war, in the
period 1922—1930, and in the depression years 1930 and after.

The structural changes that occurred in the Indonesian economy as
a result óf the western industries' increasing demand for raw materials
also caused the so-called "reclamation" of the outer territories and the
emergence of smallholdings, especially of native rubber, next to which
native coffee, coco-nut and pepper smallholdings became or were very
important. The emergence and the development of rubber smallholdings
also caused an intensive trade between producer and exporter, which
trade in the 'twenties' was gradually taken over from the Chinese by
the Indonesians. Especially the Malay population of Djambi, Tapanuli
and Southeast-Borneo played an important role in this trade.92

This implied at the same time, that those who were actively engaged
in this native agriculture both joined in making the big profits that
were turned out in the boom periods — for many this resulted in a
rapid and sudden rise of prosperity — and experienced losses during
a recession. The large profits the population made were partly con-
verted consumptively by undertaking the haddj.93

Native agriculture in the outer territories was mainly directed at
the production of commercial crops for the world market and therefore
very sensitive to the world market conditions, in contrast to Java and

9 0 In this connection the very poor hadji was sometimes called "hadji Sin-
gapura".

9 1 Vide particularly chapter I I I , especially what is said about economie dys-
functions.

9 2 Vide R. M. Dr. Soemitro Djojohadikoesoemo, Het volkscredietwezen in de
depressie, Haarlem 1943, p. 75. In this connection cf also the quasi-scientific
conclusions of Dr. F . A. Zeilinger, Kapitaal en kapitaalvorming in de in-
heemse maatschappij van Nederlandsch-Indië, Wageningen 1933. par. 4
"Maleische volksgroepen langs de oostkust van het eiland Sumatra".

8 3 To which considerable extent this was the case will appear from the
appendix no. 1, particularly for the regions V, VI , VI I , IX, X, XI , X I I I ,
XIV, XV and XVI .
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Madura. There too the impact of the world economie crisis made itself
heavily feit — mainly because of population pressure. During the boom
years the population's income, however, never reached the height of
the provinces outside Java and Madura. One seems to be justified
therefore in concluding that in Java and Madura the money that was
needed for the haddj would be assembled by means of prolonged
savings; this in contrast to the outer territories where the pilgrimage
tended to be a response to and was dependent on a suddenly increased
prosperity.94

C. Various other influences.

The extent of the haddj was also determined by:
a. the growth of the population;
b. the progress of Islam in the territories of Indonesia that had not

previously been converted;
c. improved Communications between Indonesia and the Hejaz.

Gradually the voyage became shorter and more comfortable. Com-
munications within the archipelago also improved along with the con-
struction of railways and the improvement of interinsular connections
by the KPM shipping company, which was founded in 1888.95

d. improved hygienic conditions. Of old the pilgrims have been
harassed seriously by epidemie diseases. Vaccination of pilgrims and
improvement of hygienic conditions in the Hejaz diminished this
danger;

e. increased security. Along with Communications security increased
too. In the past the voyage really was a risky undertaking and it was
no exception for pilgrims to be robbed during the voyage.96

9 4 Vide i.a. A. Luytjes, De bevolkingsrubber cultuur van N ederlandsch-Indie' in
Koloniale Studiën, vol. 1927, part 1, p. 496 et seq..
In less populated regions the so-called bagi-dua system was in use; it
offered large profits to both the owner of the rubber plantation and the
tapper. The wage-system to be used depended mainly on two factors, viz.
the supply of labour and the rubber price, and accordingly it varied from
bagi-dua to bagi lima payment. Vide De bevolkingsrubber cultuur in Neder-
lands ch-lndië, zeven rapporten uitgegeven in samenwerking met de Native
Rubber Investigation Committee te Batavia 1925—1927, Weltevreden.

8 5 Cf the Pilgrim Report of the Netherlands consul in Jeddah 1878 where it
is said that every year one sailing ship still takes Indonesian pilgrims to
Jeddah from Singapore, which voyage took five months.

8 6 Cf Hadji-politiek, an article by C. Snouck Hurgronje, that anonymously
appeared in the Java-bode of March 6, 7 en 8, 1899; also published in Ver-
spreide Geschriften, IV, 1 p. 364—365.
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f. non-human causes. By non-human causes we mean the years in
which a so-called great pilgrimage (haddj akbar) falls. In such a year
the 9th day of Dhu'l-hijja, the day of Arafat, is on a Friday. This
usually meant an extra large number of pilgrims undertaking the haddj
as the popular belief goes that the undertaking of such a haddj akbar
implies an extra blessing. Along with the emergence of modern ideas this
belief has lost power. It can never be predicted with certainty whether
a haddj will also be a haddj akbar, as the beginning of the months is
determined by observation of the new moon and not by calculation.
If astronomical calculation demonstrates the possibility of a haddj
akbar, then parties concerned, i.e. especially the pilgrims' sheikhs, do
not hesitate emphatically to proclaim this "possibility" as a certainty.97

II. INFLUENCES EXERCISED BY THE HADDJ.

A. On the Hejaz.

The huge stream of pilgrims that poured into the Hejaz every year
had an important economie function for the ruler and the inhabitants of
this country. Until the outbreak of the second world war the money
which was brought into the country by the pilgrims was the country's
main source of revenue. This important economie function of the haddj
was quite appreciated by the Wahhabi rulers who exercised authority
in the Hejaz since 1926; they would benefit if the pilgrims kept pouring
in in great and steady numbers and they triéd to secure this pilgrimage
from the Netherlands Indies by maintaining very friendly relations
with the colony; Ibn Sa'ud appeared to oppose pan-Islamic actions and
he even repressed nationalist action among the pilgrims (see paragraph
about political functions of the haddj).

Ibn Sa'ud tried to stimulate interest in the pilgrimage by making
propaganda for the haddj; for this purpose he had a special organis-
ation which yearly sent propagandists to the pilgrim-supplying countries

97 Vide Snouck Hurgronje, Notes sur Ie mouvement du pèlerinage de la Mecque
aux Indes Neerlandaises, in Revue du monde musulman, vol. XV 1911, and
also published in Verspreide Geschriften, IV, 2 pp. 315 and 316.
Encyclopaedie van Nederlandsch-Indïê, vol. 2, Leiden 1918, 2nded., p. 697
i.v. Mekkagangers.
Hadji Hasan Moestapa, Over de gewoonten en gebruiken der Soendanesen,
published as a Verhandeling van het Koninklijk Instituut voor de taal-, land-
en volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indië, part V, Den Haag 1946, p. 169
et seq.
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and particularly to the Netherlands Indies. The pro-Arab press in the
colony supported Ibn Sa'ud's propaganda for the haddj. Public safety
and legal security in the Hejaz improved since 1926. Moreover, Ibn
Sa'ud regulated the activities of the Mecca sheikhs and introduced a
special tax to which all pilgrims were subjected and which was higher
than it ever had been under his predecessors.98

All this resulted in a parallel of interests between the colonial govern-
ment, the shipping companies and the Sa'udi regime. The colonial
government's political interests were not endangered in Mecca as
political action was being repressed; on the other hand the Netherlands
Indies government tried to oblige the Muslim group (particularly the
"small" Muslims) by a liberal haddj policy," while both shipping
companies and Ibn Sa'ud's treasury stood only to gain by an ever
increasing stream of pilgrims.

It stands to reason that Ibn Sa'ud's repression of political action,
necessitated by his economie dependence on the haddj as source of
revenue, amounted to just as considerable a political dysfunction to
the Indonesian nationalists.

After the second world war the revenue from oil-royalties consider-
ably surpassed that from the haddj; consequently the Sa'udi government
was no longer (exclusively) dependent on the haddj as source of
revenue and could therefore follow a policy that was determined by
the decreased economie interest of the haddj. Thus the Sa'udi govern-
ment held the Netherlands Indies government responsible for the

88 In 1948 the Sa'udi government was so heavily criticised by the pilgrims that
it decreased the hadji tariffs from £ 36.10.— to £ 28.—.— Vide Konperensi
kementerian, departemen, djawatan agama seluruh Indonesia, part III and
IV, Djakarta 1950, p. 552.

99 In more than one respect this was a policy of laissez faire; the colonial
government did not repress the dysfunctions the haddj involved for the
pilgrims. From the pilgrimage report 1936—37 of the Netherlands consul
in Jeddah it appears that both in the Egyptian and in the Malay press there
appeared letters to the editors protesting against the treatment of pilgrims
upon arrival in leddah. Indonesian newspapers such as the Pewarta Deli
and Pertja Selatan also uttered complaints about the treatment of pilgrims
in the Hejaz and gave as their opinion that the Netherlands Indies govern-
ment and its representatives in Jeddah- should take a firmer line against the
sheikhs, which was thought possible without endangering the "kenetralan pada
agama". (e.g. by rejecting visas to pilgrim sheikhs.)
Regarding this the Netherlands consul remarked in his pilgrimage report
i.a. that the Netherlands Indies government could not and should not exceed
certain limits in taking this firm line. Exceeding those limits would cause the
pro-Arab newspapers in the Indies to present the steps that would have been
taken for the pilgrims' sake as obstructing pilgrimage.
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so-called fixed pilgrims' costs the haddj involved for every pilgrim.100

It also changed its stand against Indonesian nationalism. It tolerated
political activities by the Indonesian mukims in Mecca who were
propagandizing for the Indonesian republic which had been proclaimed
on August 17, 1945. The mukims were organized within the Perkum-
pulan Kemerdekaan Indonesia.101 The Arab League of which Sa'udi
Arabia was a member had officially recognized the Republik Indonesia
and on November 21, 1947 the Sa'udi government followed suit. All
this did not mean that it entirely neglected the economie importance
of the haddj; on the contrary, hadji ships from the Dutch occupied
territory of Indonesia were not boycotted, while Ibn Sa'ud received
both the representatives of the puppet state of "East Indonesia" and
the representative of the Republik Indonesia.102

The quota policy the Netherlands Indies government, just like sub-
sequently the RI(S) government, followed since 1945 (many other
pilgrim-supplying countries did the same after the war) has consider-
ably decreased the economie importance of the haddj for Sa'udi
Arabia. The oil fields yielded much more revenue instead and after
Emir Faisal's palace revolution and (factual) taking over of power they
even brought welfare to the country.

As a result of the political differences between the Arab countries,
however, the haddj obtained politically dysfunctional aspects for the
Sa'udi regime.

The degree to which the Sa'udi government will make the political
dysf unctions of the haddj weigh more heavily than the economie f uncti-
ons will be reflected in the pilgrim policy this government will
follow.103
100 These "fixed pilgrim costs" were i.a.: quarantine costs, the pilgrim tax,

djamu money and transportation costs of the pilgrims in the Hejaz.
The Netherlands Indies government protested against this, meanwhile, how-
ever, taking upon itself to collect this money from the pilgrims, also because
it had to make available foreign currency for this purpose. The Netherlands
Indies government made the equivalent of the total sum collected available to
the consul in Jeddah who took care of payment to the Sa'udi government.

101 Since the proclamation of the Indonesian republic by Soekarno and Hatta the
red-and-white flag (the national flag of the Republik Indonesia) was flown
in front of the tents of the Indonesian mukims on the Arafat plain.

102 The government of the Republik Indonesia sent a representative (Moh.
Rasjidi) every year, the "Negara Indonesia Timur" sent an honorary mis-
sion in 1947. In May 1949 the Sa'udi government prohibited the landing
of Dutch airplanes in view of the war the Netherlands were staging against
the Republik Indonesia.

103 Cf an article in the Nieuwe Rotterdamse Courant of Saturday, July 30, 1960
under the heading of Pelgrims naar Mekka.
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B. On economlcally interested parties.

1. The pilgrimage in Arabia.

We have already argued that pilgrim transport was institutionalized
as it obtained a mass aspect, in other words, the pilgrimage to Mecca,
seen as a proces of interaction,104 obtained regularity and a stable
character.

It stands to reason that pilgrims from outside Arabia seeked help
from guides to assist them during their stay in the Hejaz, to serve as
interpreters, etc. As the stream of pilgrims from Indonesia (and from
the Muslim world in general) increased the importance of the pilgrims
as source of income for varied groups and institutions increased too.
This had some remarkable results:

a. The regularity with which the yearly pilgrim stream poured into
the Hejaz gave life to the professional group of the pilgrim sheikhs 105

whose income depended on the regularity and the extent of this stream
of pilgrims. They engaged themselves in "guiding" the pilgrims, taking
care of the entire voyage and the stay in the Hejaz;106

b. The Meccan authorities tried to seize the largest possible share
of the money the pilgrims poured into the Hejaz;

c. For those who occupied themselves with the overseas transport-
ation of the pilgrims this became an important and lucrative source
of income.

In 1880 the exploitation of the Indonesian pilgrims was in the hands
of 180 sheikhs. As the number of pilgrims increased the number of
sheikhs did so too and at the outbreak of the first world war they
numbered 400; after the second world war their number has decreased
again because many had found another job since the pilgrimage from
Indonesia had stopped during the war.107

104 If we speak of "interaction" in this paper we base ourselves upon the inter-
action concept of Homans: "when we refer to the f act that some unit of
activity of one man follows, or, if we like the word better, is stimulated by
some unit of activity of another, aside from any questions of what these units
may be, then we are referring to intercation." George C. Homans, The Human
Group, London 1957, p. 36.

105 Also mentioned in literature as hadji sheikhs, mutawwifs or dalils.
106 Their job was the lending of "services" to the pilgrims and can be.compared

to that of a travel agency.
107 Konperensi kementerian, departemen, djawatan agama seluruh Indonesia,

diadakan di Jogjakarta tg 14—18 April 1950, part I I I and IV, Djarkarta
1950, p. 560.
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At the head of this great guild of pilgrim sheikhs stood the Sheikh
al-Mutawwifin while the head of the sheikhs who especially occupied
themselves with the exploitation of Indonesian pilgrims was the so-
called Sjech besar (Sheikh al-Masha'ikh). The great guild of pilgrim
sheikhs was subdivided into a number of smaller closed groups whose
members had specialized in the exploitation of pilgrims from particular
countries; they knew the language of the country or region concerned
and had the necessary contacts in those countries; a large group of
these guides hailed from the country which had become their exclusive
domain of exploitation.

The profession of pilgrim sheikh could only be followed by those
who had obtained a license from the Mecca authorities, who exploited
to the full their position of power so as to channel a large share of the
pilgrim's financial means in their own direction.

There were two sorts of pilgrim sheikh licenses:
a. the pilgrims who arrived in Jeddah chose a wakil sheikh (repre-

sentative of the hadji sheikh who himself lived in Mecca) from among
the wakils present, under whose direction they wished to undertake
the haddj;

b. this freedom of choice was not given if the Meccan authorities
had licensed the sheikh to take care of all pilgrims from a particular
region, excluding other sheikhs and taking no notice of the wish of
the pilgrims concerned.

The latter regulation which dated from 1882 was now abolished and
then introduced again under a different name, until after the procla-
mation of the Turkish constitution in 1908 this license system of
regional monopolies was said to be abolished forever. A regulation was
laid down that assured complete freedom to the pilgrims and fixed the
rates of pay for the pilgrim sheikhs.108 But in 1911 the system was
introduced again. The Sa'udi regime abolished it once more.

2. Sheikhs in Singapore.

Of old Singapore has been an important centre on the Indonesia-
Arabia route. When a regular shipping connection was established
between Indonesia and Arabia it remained an important embarkation
port for many pilgrims; this is made clear by the fact that, till the
great world dèpression of 1930, many pilgrims made the voyage by
way of Singapore. For many the voyage by way of the Malay Peninsula

vide Pelgrimsverslag Nederlandsche consul te Djeddah 1911—1912.
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and Singapore also presented an excellent opportunity to dodge the
Netherlands Indies government's passport control (and vaccinations).
For many pilgrims Malaya was the real starting point of the pilgrimage,
particularly during the past century and the first decade of this century
since by working there they procured the means to undertake the
pilgrimage. In this connection it is understandable that Singapore was
an important centre for the recruitment of pilgrims that was organized
from Mecca.109

In Singapore there were dependent and independent hadji recruiting
sheikhs. The dependent ones were in the service of a Mecca sheikh who
had supplied them with a sum of money as an advance payment on the
premiums they would receive for each pilgrim they were to procure
for the sheikh. They acted also as kepala djema'ah, escorting the pil-
grims they had collected to Mecca. The independent Singapore sheikhs
escorted their pilgrims to Mecca, too, but they delivered them to the
highest bidding Mecca sheikh. It is obvious that the independent
recruiter was a rare phenomenon under a system of regulations that
gave the exclusive right to exploit pilgrims from a particular region
to one sheikh only, in which case the Mecca sheikh with his license
had no reason to fear the competition of other sheikhs. Considering
the interaction structure of pilgrims — Singapore sheikhs — shipping
agents, we see that the pilgrims who bought a ticket without the
mediation of a sheikh were an exception. The pilgrims who had secured
the services of the Singapore sheikhs also received their tickets through
them, so here again the interaction of shipping agents and pilgrims was
indirect. The shipping agents secured the service of the recruiters by
paying a premium on every ticket they bought for their clients. It
stands to reason that the agents were engaged in heavy competition
in this respect. The introduction of the obligation to buy return tickets
did not alter this situation.

3. The Alsagoff firm in Singapore.

The firm of Alsagoff was an Arab firm that ran estates on the
island of Kukub, near Singapore. Shortage of labour on these plant-

100 The Governor-General of the Netherlands Indies informed the Heads of
regional administration by circular letter of 28—12—1897 no 2944 that from
then on no foreigners from the Hejaz should be allowed to enter, unless
provided with a passport that had been visaed by the consul in Jeddah.
As far as we know pilgrim sheikhs from Arabia who were not Dutch
subjects were also after the second world war obliged to possess a visa.
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ations caused the firm to enter into contracts with pilgrims in the
Hejaz who were short of money and therefore could not book passage
for the voyage home; 1 1 0 in return for the cost of the voyage to Malaya
which would be paid by the Alsagoff firm the pilgrim would bind
himself to work on the Kukub estates during a fixed time.

Undoubtedly the main object of this contract was to fill up the
shortage of labour. Afterwards this became different and the contract
came to serve mainly as a security for the money the pilgrim had
borrowed from Alsagoff; it had become a mere function in the money-
lending business of Alsagoff. Usually the debtors accepted collective
responsibility l l x for the loans they had negotiated and bound them-
selves to meet their liabilities within a fixed time after arrival in
Singapore.112 If they could not do so they bound themselves to redeem
their debts by working on the Kukub estates.

This seldom happened, however, and from a letter by the Dutch
consul-general in the Straits Settlements of 1889113 it appears that
out of 200 pilgrims from Indonesia who had entered into such a contract
with Alsagoff all but ten redeemed their debts within a fortnight. The
ten pilgrims who had not paid their debts left for Kukub to redeem
the debt by working on the estates, but within a couple of months they
had paid what they owed with the assistance of their countrymen.
From the same letter it appears too that most Indonesian labourers
on the Alsagoff estates had not entered into such debt relations with
their employer.i14

It is obvious that in the last decades of the 19th century the Alsagoff
firm substantially played the part of moneylender in Jeddah; the
contract-tickets served as a security for the money that had been lent
to the pilgrim; particularly when the labour force on the estates in-

110 Often the pilgrims had too little cash money on them on purpose because
they were afraid of robbery during the voyage or in the Hejaz.

111 Usually a group of persons, varying from three to eight.
112 In Singapore they wrote to their family in Indonesia who usually sent them

the required money.
113 Letter of April 16, 1889, from the Consul-General of the Netherlands in the

Straits Settlements to the Governor-General of the Netherlands Indies. (to
be found in the so-called Jeddah-archives of the Netherlands Ministry of
Foreign Af f airs).

114 Of some 400 labourers from Indonesia there were 80 who had not yet
redeemed their. debts. Many had leased small lots of land and cultivated coffee,
sago, indigo and other crops, while the island's population was on the whole
prosperous.
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creased, the function of moneylender became the main function and the
contract as such was seldom carried into effect. This appears from the
fact that Alsagoff refused to enter into such contracts with (profes-
sional) beggars from India because in their case the contract had
undoubtedly to be put into effect.115

4. Sheikhs in Indonesia.

In Indonesia the hadji-sheikhs/pilgrim-recruiters resided in the big
port towns, particularly the so-called pilgrims' ports (Macassar, Sura-
baya, Tandjong Priok, Palembang, Sabang, Teluk Bajur (Emmahaven).
Often they were recruited among the mukims, the Indonesian pilgrims
who formed the so-called "Djawah"-settlement in Mecca,116 and in
that case they were in the service of a Mecca Sheikh.117 In the interior
they had influential relations, usually kiyais, naibs, penghulus and
religious teachers. The latter advised the aspiring pilgrims as to which
sheikh's mediation they should accept. This advice was not without
self-interest as they received a premium for each pilgrim who had
chosen a particular sheikh on their advice. The hadji sheikh had also
relations with the shipping agent who paid them a premium for each
pilgrim who would embark on one of his ships. The hadji sheikh thus
acted as intermediary between the shipping agent and the pilgrims.

In consequence of the cooperation between the Kongsi Tiga 1 1 8 and
the KPM which maintained Communications between the islands of
Indonesia, the pilgrim could obtain a through ticket in any Indonesian
port that was valid for the voyage to the Hejaz from the embarkation
port in the archipelago and back home. This facility has contributed
to the large increase of recruitment in Indonesia.

115 On this matter and on the labour-contracts of the Alsagoff firm in general
vide Ambtelijke adviezen van C. Snouck Hurgronje, part two, 's-Grayenhage
1959, chapter XXXII (7), Werk contracten van pelgrims, pp. 1440—1450.

116 Vide C. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka in the latter part of the 19th century,
transl. by J. H. Monahan, Leyden 1931, particularly chapter IV, The Jawah,
p 215 et seq.

117 Later Arabian citizenship was required to follow the profession of pilgrim
sheikh which caused a number of Indonesians to take out letters of naturali-
zation. By doing so they of course lost the status of "Dutch subject" and
needed a visa to enter the Netherlands Indies.

118 The so-called Kongsi Tiga was composed of three closely cooperating ship-
ping companies, viz. the Rotterdamsche • Lloyd, the Stoomvaartmaatschappij
"Nederland" and the Stoomvaartmaatschappij "Oceaan".

Dl. 118 9
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5. Shipping companies in Indonesia.

When in 1872 the Netherlands consulate was established in Jeddah
there was no immediate shipping connection yet between the Indonesian
archipelago and Jeddah. Point of embarkation and debarkation was
Singapore. The transportation of Indonesian pilgrims was in the hands
of Arab and British ship owners. A few years later Dutch ships took
part in the transportation and in 1884 their share was estimated at
about 40 per cent. When in 1896 the Straits Settlements government
annulled the Alsagoff contract-tickets (see above) and the following
year pilgrims were obliged to buy return tickets 1 1 9 the shipping com-
panies that cooperated in the transportation of pilgrims (the so-called
Kongsi Tiga) seized this opportunity to introducé the obligation to
buy return tickets, too, for all pilgrims from Indonesia. When in 1922
the new pilgrims' ordinance was introduced the government sanctioned
this obligation and made it legal. If we consider the effect of this
obligation on the pilgrims, which the Netherlands consuls in Jeddah
and naturally the shipping lines have advocated 1 2 0 in such moving
unanimity from 1880 till the first world war,121 the pilgrims always
appear to be the injured party:

1. The pilgrims did no longer gain by the mutual competition of
the shipping companies;

2. The pilgrims who wished to prolong their stay in Mecca (the
mukims) experienced an extra disadvantage. Although tickets were
busily negotiated, as there was hardly any control of the identity of the
ticket-holders, the pilgrims suffered great losses when selling their

119 Vide Ambtelijke adviezen van C. Snouck Hurgronje 1889—1936, part two,
's-Gravenhage 1959, partirularly chapter XXXII (6), Regeling vervoer
pelgrims, p 1402-1440. On the way the British authorities in the Straits
Settlements obliged pilgrims to buy return tickets Snouck writes i.a.: "Sooner
than we, did the Straits Settlements authorities give in to the strong
pressure of the shipping companies, but Britsh administrative methods made
this concession less dangerous there than it would be here. The fact is that
there they have the talent to put such unwise regulations into practice with
such an unbelievable laxness as to render invalid anything that might be
obnoxious to the parties concerned, viz. the pilgrims and the shipping
companies" (p. 1434).

^ For a differentiated opinion on the obligation to buy return tickets vide
Bedevaartsverslag 1914—1915 by the Netherlands consul in Jeddah who had
an open eye for the many disadvantages concerned.

121 The consuls "exclusively" in the pilgrims' interest; the shipping companies
"also" in the pilgrims' interest.
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tickets.122 Some relief was attained later on when the tickets' validity
was extended from one year to two and their personal character was
abolished ;

3. The obligation tied the pilgrims to the sailing schedules of the
shipping lines that were exclusively led by commercial self-interest in
this respect.123

The introduction of the obligation to buy return tickets also illustrates
a trend in the colonial government's Islam policy that deviated entirely
from Snouck Hurgronje's recommendations to that effect.124

6. ' Interaction of porties concerned.

Scrutinizing recruitment somewhat more closely we see immediately
that it took place by means of people; both poles of the interaction
chain, viz. „ilgrim sheikh in Mecca and aspiring pilgrim in Indonesia
(or the Malay Peninsula, Singapore included) interact indirectly by
way of intermediaries. This manner of indirect interaction where com-
munication is achieved by way of face-to-face relations is quite common
in countries with a high illiteracy rate.125

The interaction chains we can discern in the recruitment of pilgrims
are not uniform. If we remember that some links can be combined in
the hands of one person, the following links appear to occur in an
interaction chain: Meccan authorities — shipping agents — pilgrim
sheikhs — representatives of pilgrim sheikhs in Jeddah — kepala
djema'ah = leader of a group of pilgrims during the voyage — shipping

1 2 2 According to the Netherlands Consul in Jeddah pilgrims usualy did not
receive more than one third of the prime cost when they sold their tickets.
Vide Bedevaartsverslag 1914—1915.

1 2 3 Thus it could happen that the pilgrims had to wait in Jeddah for the ship
that was to take them back to Indonesia — which prolonged their stay
unduly and involved extra costs — while they could not make use of available
shipping accomodation because of their return ticket.

1 2 4 In a letter to the Ministry of Colonial Affairs, dated June 5, 1932, Snouck
Hurgronje remarks regarding the pilgrims' ordinance of 1922 and the then
introduced legal obligation to buy return tickets: "The pilgrims' ordinance
which had then been introduced on specious grounds meets all unfair
requirements and wishes of the companies and delivers the aspiring pilgrims
neatly into their hands, at the same time practically freeing the companies
from all competitión in this lucrative business". Ambtelijke adviezen van
C. Snouck Hurgronje, part two, p 1439.

1 2 5 Cf Charles R. Wright, Mass communication, a sociological perspective, New
York 1959, pp 45—48.
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agent — hadji sheikh in Singapore or in an Indonesian pilgrims' port
— pilgrims' recruiters — aspiring pilgrims.126

We will now analyse this diagram as an interaction process, paying
attention to various interaction classifications where the position of
power of one interacting party impinges on the other.

We have seen that the pilgrim sheikhs entirely depended on the
Meccan authorities both regarding the possibility to follow their
profession and the way of following it; if one sees this as an inter-
personal relation one can therefore talk of a relation of power in this
sense that the Meccan authorities exercised power over the sheikhs.127

Against unwilling sheikhs they employed a variety of sanctions, viz.
annulling the license, imprisonment, etc. The agents of the shipping
lines in Jeddah did not come into direct contact with the pilgrims;
there was indirect interaction in which the pilgrim sheikh acted as
intermediary. It is obvious that free competition of the shipping agents
could have as a result that the agent who paid the highest commission
to the hadji sheikhs would also sell the most tickets for the pilgrims
he had under his care. The shipping agents tied the pilgrim sheikhs
with high commissions. Meanwhile they (the shipping agents) secured

— naturally by hard cash — the cooperation of the Meccan authorities
who in return promised them a fixed number of pilgrims as passengers
for their ships; they charged the pilgrim sheikhs with carrying out
this promise, which the sheikh naturally did in view of the relation of
power between him and the authorities.128 The pilgrims received their
tickets from the pilgrim sheikh and they were not asked which ship
they might prefer. The introduction of the obligation to buy return
tickets had as a result that particularly for the voyage home there
arose a ticket-market in which the sheikhs played an active róle. This
negotiability of tickets (a factual situation which later obtained a legal
character when the shipping agents abolished the personal character
of the tickets) also belies all pleas and arguments of the consecutive

126 According to the pilgrims' ordinance of 1922 these were : Macassar, Soura-
baya, Tandjung Priok, Emmahaven, Palembang and Sabang.

127 When we speak of "power" in this paper we base ourselves upon Van Doorn's
definition, viz. "the possibility to restrict the behaviour alternatives of
other persons or groups, in concurrence with the objects of a person or
group". J. A. A. van Doorn, Sociologische begrippen en problemen rond het
verschijnsel macht, in Sociologisch jaarboek XI , 1957, quoted in J. A. A. van
Doorn & C. J. Lammers, Moderne sociologie, Utrecht, p 66.

128 Vide i.a. a letter by C. Snouck Hurgronje dated August 26, 1896, to the
General Secretary at Buitenzorg, published in Ambtelijke adviezen, part two,
p 1445 et seq.
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Netherlands consuls in Jeddah and the shipping lines' managements
in favour of the obligation as being "to the advantage of the pilgrims".
Against this dysfunction of the haddj, viz. pauperdom in Mecca or
the risk of running into considerable debts to finance the voyage home,
the obligation to buy return tickets offered no guarantee whatsoever.

III. THE HADJI: HOW HE FINANCES THE HADDJ.

1. Calculation of costs.

We will base ourselves upon the concept of 'function' as it has been
developed by Hofstra;1 2 9 Merton, too, has given a detailed explanation
of the concept of function in sociology, adding a differentiation in
latent and manifest functions.130

As we have remarked in our introduction we do not all intend to
give a detailed functional analysis of the haddj; we will only discuss
a few functions of the haddj, particularly those that are, in our opinion,
the most relevant.

In the preceding paragraphs it has already been mentioned what an
important economie function the haddj has for:

a. Those to whom the "pilgrim business" is the main source of
income, viz. the so-called sheikhs with their helpers and assistants;

b. The shipping lines that engaged in the lucrative pilgrim trans-
port fully exploiting the advantages their monopolistic position in-
volved ;

c. The Hejaz government for which the yearly stream of pilgrims
was the most important source of revenue until the second world war.

It is impossible to give an exact calculation of the costs the pil-
grimage to Mecca involves. It is true that the consuls who since the
establishment of the Jeddah consulate in 1872 represented the Nether-
lands government in their yearly pilgrimage reports estimated the
minimum costs the pilgrimage involved for a pilgrim,131 but the real
amount of the money stream to the Hejaz remains unknown.

129 Dr. S. Hofstra, Het functiebegrip in de sociologie, Handelingen van de
Nederlandsche sociologische vereeniging, December 1946, Amsterdam 1946.

130 Robert K. Merton, Social theory and social structure, rev. ed., Illinois 1957
part 1: Manifest and latent functions, p 19—85.

131 About these (minimum) cost of the pilgrimage vide Indisch Verslag 1939,
p 140.
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That this stream of money at any rate surpassed the minimum that
is mentioned in the reports is to a considerable extent caused by two
circumstances:

1. Many Indonesian pilgrims carried sums of money with them for
their relatives in Mecca, the mukims;132

2. The institution of the badal hadji. Exactly because the Shafi'itic
madhhab allows one to postpone the pilgrimage it may occur that a
believer dies without having undertaken the pilgrimage, although he
could have done so. In that case the law prescribes that the haddj
should be undertaken as yet by a substitute at the expense of the
deceased's inheritance.133 According to Snouck Hurgronje there were
even people who specialized in obtaining this badal money by yearly
travelling to Indonesia.134

Af ter 1945 it ought to be possible to calculate the money stream to
Mecca as this should (theoretically anyway) tally with the amount of
foreign currency the government of the Republik Indonesia made
available for the purpose.135

We will now investigate in what ways the hadji collected the amount
of money he needed for the pilgrimage to the Hejaz. At the same time
the economie dysfunctions as seen from the pilgrim's point of view
will be noticed.

2. Financing by saving.

Saving is the prevalent method among the so-called "small peasants".
An interesting example is given by Djajadiningrat136 who relates the

132 Practically none of these Indonesian mukims in Mecca followed an important
trade; there are a few small traders among them but they only sell to their
fellow-countrymen. The (Indonesian) Vice-Consul of the Netherlands in
Mecca estimated the Indonesian share in the population of Mecca about 1930
at 8 per cent. or 5.000 Indonesians; their yearly expenses in the same period
he estimated at more than ƒ 1.000.000, coming from the Netherlands Indies.
Vide De Djawa-kolonie in Mekka, by Hoessein Iscandar, Vice-Consul der
Nederlanden te Mekka, a report dated 8—12—1931 in the so-called Jeddah-
archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in The Hague.

1 3 3 Dr. Th. W. Juynboll, Handleiding tot de kennis van de Mohammedaansche
wet volgens de leer der Sjafïitische school, 4th ed., Leiden 1930, p 127.
C. Snouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche feest, in Verspreide geschriften, part
I, p 12.

1 3 4 C. Snouck Hurgronje, The Achehnese, vol II , p 308.
1 3 5 Since the independence of Indonesia this foreign currency was made available

by the government of the R.I.S., which was later changed into the R.I.
1 3 6 Herinneringen van Pangeran Aria Achmad Djajadiningrat, Amsterdam-

Batavia 1936, p 177 et seq.
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case of the tani (peasant) who had saved for more than 25 years to
reach his goal.

3. Financing from liquid resources.

Financing from liquid resources is of course current among the
well-to-do.

In the smallholding regions a rapid rise of prosperity, particularly
in a boom period, stimulated many people to undertake the pilgrimage
(consequently, especially during the years between 1920 and 1930).

4. Financing by loans.

Borrowing to finance the haddj was not at all exceptional, parti-
cularly in West-Java. Here an important dysfunction of the haddj
recruitment finds expression: particularly when the pilgrim had
pledged those goods which constituted his main source of subsistence,
which usually was the case.

In the preceding paragraph we have seen how the pilgrim's sheikhs
in collaboration with the representatives of the Kongsi Tiga (shipping
agents) tried to recruit pilgrims by way of an extensive network of
influential relations. Every link in the interaction chain of recruitment
gains financially thanks to an extentive premium system.

There is an aspect of recruitment where people with insufficient
means, by means of promises of cash advanced upon pledge, are induced
to undertake a pilgrimage that is as advantageous as possible to the
pilgrims' sheikhs and the recruiter.

This way of financing the haddj was tolerated in consequence of a
haddj policy that did not combat the abuses of the hadji recruitment
because of economie and political considerations; of course this resulted
in an extreme degree of pauperism as the hadji upon return from
Mecca had lost his main source of subsistence.

Financing his haddj in this way the pilgrim had two possibilities:
a. He started the voyage with insufficient means and borrowed the

necessary money in Jeddah, pledging his property in Indonesia. For
the money he borrowed in Jeddah he signed IOUs which were authen-
ticated by the Netherlands consul;

b. The aspiring pilgrim borrowed money on departure from Indo-
nesia, pledging his property.
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A striking example of this way of pilgrim recruitment is discussed
in a letter to the Governor General in 1931 1 3 7 from which it appears
that in 1925 the Tadjuddin Brothers, pilgrims' sheikhs-moneylenders-
Kongsi Tiga advisers, had obtained large plots of arable land in
Banten; this was a consequence of the f act that in 1924 a very large
number of poor people undertook the pilgrimage in consequence of
which an extremely large number of IOUs were drawn up, which
expired in 1925.

The way of financing we described sub 4 a. should be distinguished
of course from the method that is related by Snouck Hurgronje
according to which people purposely carried too little cash money with
them to eliminate the risk of robbery during the voyage.138 That usage
was common during the period Snouck Hurgronje described (1910 and
earlier); after 1920 Snouck Hurgronje's arguments are no longer
applicable.

Another dysfunctional way of financing the haddj which might be
called a particularly Bantenese cultural trait is the killing of a water-
buffalo and the sale of its meat to fellow-villagers against high prices,
the villagers feeling obliged (by social control) to buy the meat because
of the object, viz. the haddj. On these occasions it often occurred that
the buyers had to pledge their own property. This institution is called
taijan.13S It also shows the dominating value the haddj had for Banten
society, (cf. appendix D and diagram 5).

137 Letter by the Gouvernements-secretaris to the Governor-General of the
Netherlands Indies, dated March 2, 1931, to be found in the so-called Jeddah-
archives of the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The main object of
the letter was not, however, to take measures against this form of recruiting
hadj is (that would be opposed to the colonial hadji policy) but to call
attention for the f act that Tadjuddin, not being an Indonesian, had succeeded
in obtaining land in Banten.

138 v ide C. Snouck Hurgronje, De hadji-politiek der Indische regeering (1909)
in Verspreide Geschriften, IV, 2, pp 180 et seq. The point is that the pilgrims
had no knowledge of traveller's cheques and letters-of-credit and that banks
had no branches in Jeddah or Mecca, while paper money was not current in
Arabia (all this at the time of writing). Instead of carrying with them a large
sum of travel money in gold or silver — with the risk of being robbed —
the pilgrims preferred to take up the necessary cash in Mecca at the sheikh's
through his intermediary at a moneylender's.

139 Vide Verslag van de commissie voor het onderzoek naar de oorsaken van
de zich in de maand November 1926 in verscheiden gedeelten van de\
residentie Bantam voorgedaan hebbende ongeregelheden, ingesteld bij het
gouvernementsbesluit van 26 Januari 1927, no IX, p 6, sub b. Het godsdienstig
leven.
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5. Financing by working jor wages.

Even in the oldest pilgrims' reports we read about pilgrims who
undertook the pilgrimage to the Hejaz af ter a many years' stay in the
Malay Peninsula. They came from Indonesia and intended to work in
Malaya and thus procure the money they needed for the voyage to
and the stay in Mecca.

In this connection Snouck Hurgronje mentions "hundreds of people
from the island of Bawean" who were working in Singapore as coach-
men, watchmen etc. and saved the money thus earned to return to their
country as hadjis many years laterM°

At first the so-called Alsagoff labour contracts had the same func-
tion, even if the people concerned were only paid afterwards; the
pilgrims already become hadjis would earn back the money they had
borrowed in Jeddah by working on the plantations in Kukub.141

6. Financing by trade.

An almost classical way of financing the haddj is that the pilgrim
carries with him goods to be sold on the way to or in the Hejaz. From
a letter by Snouck Hurgronje it appears that at the end of last century
many pilgrims from Borneo financed their pilgrimage that way.142

In the pilgrim report of the Netherlands' consul in Jeddah for 1937—38
it is remarked that the average amount of luggage the pilgrims carry
with them seems to increase by the year: " . . . .they carry with them
many goods for sale on which they make a good profit in Arabia....".

In the period of 1946—49 pilgrims who undertook the pilgrimage
from the Dutch occupied territories in Indonesia smuggled Nether-
lands-Indies currency (the so-called Nica-notes) out of the country on
a largex scale. They converted this money in local currency in Aden,
Jeddah or Mecca at about 10 to 30 per cent of the nominal rate.143

In the Agenda Kementerian Agama 1951—52 it is specifically
pointed out in the pilgrims' regulations that they are forbidden to take

140 C. Snouck Hurgronje, Ambtelijke adviezen, part two, pp 1416 and 1442.
"P- Vide II.B.3. (The Alsagoff firm).
142 Vide a letter by Snouck Hurgronje to the Director of Education, Religion

and Industry dated 3—1—1891, in Ambtelijke adviezen, part two, p 1442.
143 p i ) g r i m s ' report by the (Indonesian) Consul of the Netherlands, dated

October 9, 1948.
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commercial goods to Saudi-Arabia, which proves that after the second
world war the custom persisted.144

IV. THE HADDJ AS RITE DE PASSAGE..

For the group that Clifford Geertz describes as santri who distinguish
themselves from the abangan and priyayi in Geertz's classification145

by social ethos and pattern of religious behaviour, the haddj of ten
obtained the character of a transition ritual which concluded a par-
ticular period of life and after which a new period begins.

For them the haddj became the ideal conclusion of the training in a
pesantren (religious boarding school) and at the same time the con-
clusion of adolescence. When the santri's family considered his pesantren
training finished they would enable him to undertake the pilgrimage to
Mecca. Upon return from the Holy Land he usually married as
Hadji X. The haddj constitutes here the transition to a new status,
accentuated by the new name he had chosen in Mecca.146

In his autobiography Muhammad Radjab, a native of Minangkabau,
relates that the great prestige the hadji enjoyed there caused many
youngsters to wish to undertake the pilgrimage; they diligently studied
religion and those who could afford it went to Mecca. Upon return
they adorned themselves with the turban etc, the hadji status symbols
that are in use there, and from then on they were sure to be asked
in marriage.147

Secondly there is the category of aged pilgrims who, after an in-
dustrious life at home, undertake the voyage to Mecca, there complete
the haddj and subsequently dedicate themselves to the religious life,
finally to die in Mecca. It is obvious that here too the haddj concludes
an important period of life.

Finally there is the group of civil servants who undertake the pil-
grimage to Mecca upon retirement, to return to their country as hadji.

1 4 4 Agenda Kementerian Agama 1951—1952, p 156. "barang dagangan dengan
tjara apapun djuga dilarang dikeluarkan (dibawa)".

1 4 5 Clifford Geertz, Religious belief and economie behavior in o central Javanese
town; some preliminary considerations, in Economie development and cultural
change, vol. IV, 1956, p 134 et seq.

i-ia vide C. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka in the latter part of the 19th century, p
236 et seq.

14r7 Muhamad Radjab, Semasa ketjil dikampung (1913—1928), autobiografi
seorang anak Minangkabau, Djakarta 19S0, p 204.
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For them too the haddj concludes a period and initiates a new phase

of life, that of the pensioner.

The custom of choosing a new name in Mecca which many pilgrims

followed again clearly accentuates this transition to a new period of

life; for that matter the custom agrees with the typically Indonesian

habit of choosing a new name at the attainment of an important period

of life or after a long and serious illness.

JACOB VREDENBREGT.

APPENDIX I.

Legend to the table (p. 140 et seq.):

I West Java
II Central and East Java and Madura
III Jogjakarta
IV Surakarta (Solo)
V Lampung
VI Paletnbang
VII Jambi (Djambi)
VIII East-Sumatra
IX Bencoolen (Bangkahulu)
X West-Sumatra
XI Tapanuli
XII Acheh (Atjeh)
XIII Riau
XIV Bangka and Biliton (Belitung)
XV West Borneo (Kalimantan Barat)
XVI South-East Borneo (Kalimantan)
XVII Celebes (Sulawesi)
XVIII Moluccas (Maluku)
XIX Lesser Sunda Islands (Sunda Ketjil)

Explanations:

I West Java (formerly the four districts of Bantam, Batavia, Cheribon
and the Priangan Regencies), now Djawa Barat.

II Central and East Java + Madura with the exception of the former
so-called Principalities; now Djawa Tengah and Djawa Timur with
the exception of the so-called Daerah istimewa Jogjakarta and the
former Surakarta.

III New Daerah istimewa Jogjakarta.
IV The former Principality Surakarta.
V - XVI In conformity with the administrative division of 1909.
XVII Now the province of Sulawesi.
XVIII Now the province of Maluku, including West-Irian.
XIX Now Nusa Tenggara (since ± 1955).
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APPENDIX I.

Year:

I
TT
J.J.

III

IV
V
VI

VII

VIII no

IX

X

XI

XII no

XIII

XIV

XV

XVI

XVII

XVIII

XIX
x) incomplete

1873

2174

105

390

—

data

17

749 j

data

4

30

47

209

103

5

—

data

1874

2954

104

447

1875

3428

131

295

— no data

—

28

670 i

-
—
25

96

364

94

19

—

—

35

938 ï

)
—
94

110

388

198

27

11

1876

3094

73

311

—

—

27

728 j

_

131

48

467

193

12

23

1877

4034 '

13

88

117

509

—

—

54

1435 i
\)

8

58

90

275

154

39

19

1878

2539

9

.101

54

305

—

51

42

9946 ï

-
17

31

149

184

125

21

10

1879

> 3156
)

40

67

77

292

—

no

46

1142 J

10

51

178

182

169

21

7

1880

ï 7219

19

89

113

625

—

data

48

1254

1

19

237

334

175

31

15

1881

i 2530

34

11

103

301

—

192

25

ï 1042

2

8

26

no data

144

53

47

6

1882

l 2413 l
) )

41

11

100

2651)

—

209

87

no data no

9

16

108

225

98

4

2

1883

2693

25

30

139

472

—

259

61

705

data

3

28

131

241

87

45

3

1884

i 2534

27

7

75

364

—

149

57

-1
185

34

17

134

257

139

36

8

1885

2450

29

22

111

495

—

138

63

677

23

43

25

148

314

134

66

22

o
w
Cd
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Year:

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX

I.

1886

1389

3

30

29

159

no data

49

28

324

25

9

23

120

235

208

28 x)

4

1887

1313

31

9

171

157

—

242

29

319

28

9

22

99

115

95

25

7

1888

2830

73

30

26

252

—

210

23

435

3

31

6

187

173

118

38

6

1889

1535

20

21

59

284

—

331

56

621

31

8

24

122

182

71
34

7

1890

2232

7

18

104

716

—

605

46

1213

42

5

45

141

253

269

61

28

1891

2474

40

22

46

894

—

540

94

1346

62

3

11

87

534

341

41

12

1892

3080

45

35

82

829

—

494

77

1459

36

10

41

163

778

253

70

14

1893

3843

27

27

114

1100

—

322

105

1564

17

218

73

260

644

238

61

50

1894

3802

28

5
66

1008

—

316

151

1194

121

150

40

239

526

456

68

11

1895

6933

95

60

128

1177

—

609

92

568

199

44

107

231

848

348

44

87

1896

4782

no data

23

100

1071

—

315

109

705

124

40

113

210

820

532

56

110

1897

5522 )

60

45

192

892

—

418

109

694 ï

157

104

181

169

403

410

49

170

1898

5225

58

39

197

800

—

413

57

551

73

24

45

230

603

273

28

207
1) incomplete data
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Year:

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX

I.

1899

3438

24

4

160

327

no data

137

55

232

34

32

22

105

362

114

35

119

I
1900

1910

2164

72

38

245

719

—

148

113

433

99

75
—

77
268

518

265

85

186

1901

2184

1481

28

37

202

325
—

78

37

357

41

109

2

19

161

205

163

94

221

1902

1879

1215

13

4

198

546

—

96

75

326

48

57

9

40

197

410

233

127

206

1903

3226

1038

41

93

268

436

—

274

28

301

35

79

—

41

201

716

382

99

222

1904

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1905

1906

2474

20

49

118

344

—

103

37

272

13

91

—

76

165

412

245

154

195

1906

2623

2825

50

65

116

395

122

172

46

301

24

94

3

131

169

544

445

108

281

1907

3145

1059

15

54

142

414

89

184

19

345

46

54

—

71

121

604

364

151

291

1908

2184

4540

36

54

95

310

77

137

68

437

44

30

14

143

119

668

317

134

237

1909

3744

3152

32

59

102

514

93

205

65

722

55

76

78

62

237

518

587

118

361

1910

4596

3519

37

46

165

794

201

246

97

948

103

55

88

205

608

954

749

138

383

1911

7714

7430

68

116

319

1320

157

371

149

943

153

186

161

231

604

2458

848

203

494

I
1
txl
w
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Year:

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

XIII

XIV

XV

XVI

XVII

XVIII

XIX

1912

5987

4789

54

72

534

1327

186

431

106

1453

214

202

143

106

661

463

976

219

715

1913

8632

8590

70

99

593

1487

172

638

256

1732

169

308

177

182

563

1053

666

210

870

1914

9778

9760

119

127

240

1242

182

635

177

1556

203

252

204

256

552

1165

866

297

551

1915 1916 1917 1918

63 48

1919

23

357

—

2

—

—

401

7
—
—
—
32

12

8

1

7

2

3

14

1920

806

7335

48

72

376

1407

847

414

52

362

118

310

250

192

87

1283

298

92

156

1921

7424

14684

135

217

97

1580

160

224

279

618

60

161

13

68

103

1782

685

182

322

1922

8595

8402

39

71

63

924

73

203

88

620

69

110

33

61

131

850

655

172

507

1923

7433

7557

51

111

85

1454

326

276

187

890

42

196

51

41

366

1007

1075

187

695

1924

12719

10052

87

179

179

2831

1560

472

359

1967

154

279

65

207

727

2550

1260

358

783
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Year:

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

IX
X
XI
XII
XIII

XIV
XV
XVI
XVII

XVIII

XIX

1925

33

61

—

7
1

114

28

7
12

33

5

—

11

2

17

27

12

—

8

1926

204

286

16

—

28
713

782

261

73

232

107

276

18

49

243

168

10

3

4

1927

9591

5867

59

99

977
6921

2090

1391

602

4273

745

674

886

510

2109

5824

1002

228

484

1928

9200

7664

29

75
824
3770

1394

794

621

3552

376

719

961

415

772

5019

749

311

939

1929

9320

7223

33

70

1005

2283

346

370

527

1922

403

165

350

421

222

1835

710

185

822

1930

11106

6959

28

44

916
2180

317

437-

485

1745

331

185

250

724 -

195

1787

841

135

879

1931

7440

4514

15

62

278

751
85

203

92

767

126

66

257

177

33

856

549

104

501

1932

1148

1894

14

38

14

107

16

180

21

153

44

36

30

152

4

218

104

39

51

1933

481

784

1

11

45

124
—

86

13

52

14

30

59

86

3

141

134

13

64

1934

572

859

15

27

26

149

22

87

27

50

40

6

41

127
—

386

225

42

48

1935 1936 1937

842 1092 1466

1137 1062 1246

50 16 9

19 26 8

35 63 41

193 296 381

26 23 174

161 116 280

44 27 25

53 89 85

30 71 72

28 59 51

13 60 336

235 . 81 14

24 15 17

427 400 385

215 322 451

58 91 209

22 25 50

MOW
2

w
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Year:

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

IX
X
XI
XII
XIII

XIV
XV
XVI
XVII

XVIII

XIX
Unspecified 3)

1938

1647

2192
14
15
124
855
732
469
37
202
276
70
672
29
312
1781
361
345
83
'.

1939

2721
2808
12
27
79
709
250
270
46
268
191
148
170
15
161

2046
510
38
351

1940

2338

2003
11
15
22
258
12
76
6

107
69
17
11
—
25

1491
87
19
15

1946

8
2
—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
20
1
39

1947

360
62
—

—

18
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

486
1606
16

1408

1948

1727
682
—
—
—
44
—
11
—
—
—
—
—

13
147

3166

3028

1949

1600

600
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

3000

3000 ,

570

1950*)

2200
3500
250
250
—
—
—
50

1000 £

200
300
—
—
180
550

) )
1500 f

)

19512)

2750
3750

100
100
75
200
100
100
75
100
200
100
50
50
100
600
800
100
500

5 x) quota laid down by the Kementerian Agama of the R.I. and the R.I.S.
2) quota laid down by the Cabinet Council of the R.I.
3) from Suraatra.

H

w
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APPENDIX I.

Sources jor the figures:
Koloniaal Verslag 1878 et seq. Cf. the returns by the Heads of regional

administration; these figures often differ considerably from those of the
Consul in Jeddah.

For the years 1900 to 1907, 1922, 1923, 1940, 1946, 1947: yearly pilgrimage report
by the Netherlands Consul in Jeddah to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs'
along with the appendices (Jeddah-archive of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs).

For the years 1908 to 1914: synopsis of the most important questions that have
been handled by the ministry of Foreign Affairs and are considered suited
for publication (the so-called „Oranjeboeken"').

For the years 1915 to 1921: the Jeddah-archives of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

For the years 1924 to 1929: Statistisch jaaroverzicht van Ned. Indië.
For the years 1930 to 1939: Indisch Verslag.
For the years 1950 to 1951: Agenda Kementerian Agama 1951—52, Konperensi

Kementerian, Departemen, Djawatan Agama seluruh Indonesia, vol. III
and IV, 1950. The author does not know whether the quotas for 1950 and
1951 have been used entirely.

* *

Notes on the pilgrimage figures in Appendix I.

In interpreting the figures in the appendices one should take into consideration
that these figures only more or less approximate the actual number of pilgrims.

The pilgrims who obtained a passport in Singapore, Penang or Jeddah for
instance have not always been included in the total figure; the same holds for
children below the age of 12 who travelled on their parents' passports.

Moreover it has to be supposed that until about 1930 the number of pilgrims
who did not obtain a so-called pilgrim passport and for that reason were not
included in the official pilgrims' returns was still rather large. Besides, until
the turn of the century there was a group of pilgrims from independent
Indonesian principalities, particularly on the islands of Sumatra and Borneo
and the Celebes, who departed for Mecca on passports that had been privately
issued by their chiefs and who were not included in the official returns for that
reason.

The figures for the years 1873 to 1900 (vide appendices B. 1, 2 and 3) refer
to the number of persons who applied for pilgrimage passports to the Heads of
regional administration. It stands to reason that these figures — after totalizing —
usually differ remarkably from the total figure of the same years in appendix C. 1.

The f act is that many of them would reach the Hejaz only years afterwards
(after a long sojourn in the Malay Peninsula in most cases); others may
never have reached Mecca; and perhaps there are also some who never really
wished to undertake the long and exacting voyage to Mecca, viz. the hadji-
Singapura.

In condensed form we will give some notes after the dates regarding the
pilgrims figure of that year (vide appendix) :
1873 et seq.: The pilgrims from Jambi, Brunei, Bali-Ampenan, Boni, Deli

Lankat, Acheh and South-Celebes in particular departed without passports
or with private passports.
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1873: Haddj akbar; some 200 pilgrims irom Java who had been working for
years in Singapore have not been included in the returns.

187S: The increase of the pilgrims' figures is mainly an administrative one:
more pilgrims than formerly reported to the Heads of regional adminis-
tration. This was also caused by the fact that an end had been put to
the extortions that had happened in Mecca in the preceding years.1)

1876: The decrease of the number of pilgrims is only apparent; many departed
without official papers.

1877: Haddj akbar.
1879: The number of pilgrims from Sumatra and Celebes who departed

for the Hejaz on passports issued by their own rulers is estimated at
± 1500 for this year.
No contagious diseases in the Hejaz.

1880: Haddj akbar.
1881: Most Achehnese without a passport by way of Penang. In Penang a

certain Nyah Amin, a native of Greater Acheh, established himself
as pilgrim sheikh for the Achehnese pilgrims.
Cholera in the Hejaz.

1885: Haddj akbar.
Very low prices are paid for agricultural produce in Indonesia.

1886: Very unfavourable economie conditions; wide-spread discontent in Priang-
an about the regulation of sheikhdom.

1887: Low rice prices and a poor coffee-harvest.
1888: Haddj akbar.
1890: Very good harvest in Indonesia; a great number of Mecca sheikhs and

their agents visit the Netherlands Indies in order to urge the population
to undertake the pilgrimage; the same is done by the agents of the shipping
companies.
Order of the Achehnese chiefs not to undertake the pilgrimage this year,
but to gather strength to resist the attack of the Dutch.

1892—93: Haddj akbar .
1895—'96: Idem.
1898 : Fear of the plague influences the number of pilgrims.
1901—'02: Haddj akbar.
1903—'04: Idem.
1908—'09: Idem.
1909 et seq.: Abolishment of the licence system that gave regional monopolies to the

pilgrim sheikhs; particularly of influence in West-Sumatra where
many people did not undertake the pilgrimage because they did not
want to be allotted to a sheikh they did not agree with.
Favourable economie conditions, high prices fetched for agricultural
produce. Religious activities in the ascendant in consequence of the
influence of the Sarekat Islam.

1911 : Haddj akbar.
1914—'18: First world war; the entrance of Turkey rendered the pilgrimage

almost impossible; regular shipping lines suspend their connections
to Jeddah.

1 Extortion by the Netherlands Consul in Jeddah who was discharged in 1873
and, according to a letter of the Director of the Interior to the Governor-
General of the Netherlands Indies, dated July 26, 1873, had charged Rp
7.50 to 12.00 legal charges instead of two rupees. In the same letter it is
calculated that he had made the "nice" profit of ƒ 80.000 a year if his
returns for 1872—1873 were correct, i.e. 8.000 pilgrims arriving.
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148 J. VREDENBREGT.

1919 : It has to be supposed that many pilgrims embarked in Singapore
without a passport; pilgrims from Jambi and Korintji have not been
included in the figures.

1920 : People make up for the years lost when pilgrimage was suspended
during the war.

1922—'23: Depression years.
1922 : Many pilgrims leave without a passport.
1923 : Idem.
1924 : Cheap shipping rates, intensive recruitment of pilgrims.
1924—'25: Under the leadership of Ibn Sa'ud the Wahhabis take possession of

Jeddah and the Hejaz; in consequence of the fighting pilgrimage is
suspended.

1925—'26: Anti-Wahhabi propaganda by the sayids and kiyais in the Netherlands
Indies.

1926—'27: Record year in consequence of very favourable economie conditions,
particularly in the territories where native rubber is cultivated.
Perfect safety under the new Wahhabi regime.
Disturbances in Priangan and West-Sumatra.

1929 : Good pepper prices and poor rubber prices.
1930 : Pan-Islamic party policy stimulates inclination to undertake the haddj.
1930 et seq.: The great economie crisis makes itself seriously feit in the Nether-

lands Indies; anti- haddj propaganda by the nationalist parties in
Indonesia.

1931—'32: Haddj akbar; at the expense of the Hejaz government pilgrim
recruiters are sent to the Netherlands Indies.

1937 : Economie revival.
1939—'40: Second world war; shipping companies curtail their connections to

Jeddah; many people hesitate to undertake the haddj.
Haddj akbar.

Source: the pilgrimage reports of the Netherlands Consuls in Jeddah and the
correspondence between the Netherlands Consuls and the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in the so-called Jeddah-archives of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.

APPENDIX II.

A.H.
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309

A.D..
1878/1879
1879/1880
1880/1881
1881/1882
1882/1883
1883/1884
1884/1885
1885/1886
1886/1887
1887/1888
1888/1889
1889/1890
1890/1891
1891/1892

*

Total of pilgrims
from Indonesia

5331
9542
4605
4302
5269
4540
4692
2523
2426
4328
3146
5419
6044
6841

Total of pilgrims
from overseas

unknown
59659
37785
25580
27263
31157
53010
42374
42185
50221
44686
39186
45475
54491

16-
12,2
16,8
19,3
14,6
8,9
6-
5,8
8,6
7-
13,8
13,3
12,6
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Figure 1 (source'appendix I I )

pilgrlms (rom indonesls-

total ol pilgrimi from overseas

H.A.: Hoddj Akbar
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Figure 1 continued
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APPENDIX

Region1

I
Ia (Bantam)
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX

J.

III.

average number of
pilgrims (1926-'35)2

4990
1067
3719

26
45

415
1719
508
397
251

1280
222
219
287
290
361

1666
'454
114
381

VREDENBREGT.

population returns
in 1930 3

11.039.350
1.019.812

25.777.281
1.538.868
2.535.594

351.378
1.064.117

234.533
1.470.395

361.312
1.887.886
1.035.382

975.945
257.439
151.860
689.585

1.327.487
4.173.603

876.128
3.434.944

number of pilgrims
per 100.000 inhabitants 4

45 (45,2)
105 (104,6)
14 (14,4)
2 (1,6)
2 (1,7)

118 (118,0)
162 (161,5)
216 (216,4)
27 (26,9)
79 (79,3)
68 (67,7)
21 (21,4)
22 (22,4)

111 (111,4)
191 (190,8)
52 (52,3)

125 (125,4)
11 (10,8)
13 (13,0)
11 (11,0)

1 as in appendix I.
2 idem pilgrims' returns 1926—1935 appendix I, totalized and divided by 10.
3 Source: Census 1930, part VIII, Overzicht voor Nederlandsch Indië, Batavia '36.
4 this figure gives the haddj-intensity by region and per 100.000 inhabitants.
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154 J. VEEDENBREGT.

APPENDIX IV.

Total of mukims registered at the Vice-Consulate in Mecca1

Region2 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923

I
II
III
IV
V

1
3 3 2
1 1

1
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

1 1 1 6 4 4 10
9

1
1

1 8
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV

1 1

XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX
Singapore3 1 1

Total: 1 1 1 11 10 11 10 22

Region2 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX
Singapore 3

Total:

6
11

7
8
2
1
1
1

1

1

39

1

1

13
7

1

6

27

11
5

5
91
20
11
1
12
2

1
2
13

5
2
3
8

192

13
12

3
53
2
3
2
15
1

2
2
3
4
7
1
8
7

138

30
11

7
46
1

13
8
2

4

7
4
6
2
4
3

148

32
6

8

35
7
5
3
11
6

2
20
9
12
13
1
9
12

191

26
5

13
20
1
3

1

6
11
1
4
2
2

1

96

7
5

5
1
8

2
1

1
2
2
4
1

1
5

45

4
1

4

1
1
3

7
4

5
1

3
1

35

,6
4

5
44

6

5
1

2
6
1
15
3
2
4
1

105

16
11
1

1

20
2
7
1

2

3
15

10
3
1
7
2

102

18
13

2
13
26
3
10
1
4
6
2
9
3

11
6
3
13
10

153

27

s
2

42
21
22
2
5
5

26

3
20
28
3
35
6

252

68
52
4

27
154
38
32

12
13
3
43
6
26
124
27
8
92
10
739

137
88

1
18

198
62
34
3
33

27
10
29
4
15
172
20
1

127
5

984

1 These are the yearly returns of the newly arrived mukims who had reported
at the Vice-Consulate.

2 Source: Jeddah-archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at The Hague.
3 This is to indicate the Indonesian pilgrims who applied for a so-called Mecca-

passport at the Netherlands Consulate-Ceneral in Singapore; the place of
inhabitance in Indonesia was not mentioned; often this was the case with
pilgrims who had already lived for some time in Singapore.
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